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We deﬁne minimal fusion systems in a way that every non-
solvable fusion system has a section which is minimal. Minimal fu-
sion systems can also be seen as analogs of Thompson’s N-groups.
In this paper, we consider a minimal fusion system F on a ﬁnite
p-group S that has a unique maximal p-local subsystem contain-
ing NF (S). For an arbitrary prime p, we determine the structure
of a certain (explicitly described) p-local subsystem of F . If p = 2,
this leads to a complete classiﬁcation of the fusion system F .
© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A pattern for the classiﬁcation of ﬁnite simple groups was set by Thompson in [Th], where he
gave a classiﬁcation of all ﬁnite simple N-groups. These are non-abelian ﬁnite simple groups with the
property that every p-local subgroup is solvable, for every prime p. Recall that a p-local subgroup of
a ﬁnite group G is the normalizer of a non-trivial p-subgroup of G . Thompson’s work was generalized
by Gorenstein and Lyons, Janko and Smith to (N2)-groups, that is to non-abelian ﬁnite simple groups
all of whose 2-local subgroups are solvable. Recall here that, by the Feit–Thompson Theorem, every
non-solvable group has even order.
N-groups play an important role, as every minimal non-solvable ﬁnite group is an N-group. Fur-
thermore, every non-solvable group has a section which is an N-group. The respective properties hold
also for (N2)-groups.
A new proof for the classiﬁcation of (N2)-groups was given by Stellmacher in [St2]. It uses the
amalgam method, which is a completely local method. Currently, Aschbacher is working on another
new proof for the classiﬁcation of (N2)-groups. His approach uses saturated fusion systems that were
ﬁrst introduced by Puig under the name of full Frobenius categories. Aschbacher’s plan is to classify all
N-systems, i.e. all saturated fusion systems F of characteristic 2-type such that the group MorF (P , P )
is solvable, for every subgroup P of F . Here the use of the group theoretical concept of solvability ﬁts
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general enough to ensure that N-systems play the same role in saturated fusion systems as N-groups
in groups. Therefore, in our notion of minimal fusion systems introduced below, we ﬁnd it necessary to
use a concept of solvable fusion systems as deﬁned by Aschbacher [A1, 15.1].
For the remainder of the introduction let p be a prime and F be a saturated fusion system on a ﬁnite p-
group S. We adapt the standard terminology regarding fusion systems as introduced by Broto, Levi
and Oliver [BLO]. For further basic deﬁnitions and notation we refer the reader to Section 2. Generic
examples of saturated fusion systems are the fusion systems FS(G), where G is a ﬁnite group con-
taining S as a Sylow p-subgroup, the objects of FS (G) are all subgroups of S , and the morphisms
in FS (G) between two objects are the injective group homomorphisms obtained by conjugation with
elements of G .
Deﬁnition 1.1. The fusion system F is called minimal if O p(F) = 1 and NF (U ) is solvable for every
fully normalized subgroup U = 1 of F .
Here the fusion system F is solvable, if and only if O p(F/R) = 1, for every strongly closed sub-
group R = S of F . This implies that indeed every minimal non-solvable fusion system is minimal in
the sense deﬁned above. Furthermore, every non-solvable fusion system has a section which is min-
imal. Therefore, minimal fusion systems play a similar role in saturated fusion systems as N-groups
in groups. However, a classiﬁcation of minimal fusion systems seems a diﬃcult generalization of the
original N-group problem. One reason is that in fusion systems the prime 2 does not play such a
distinguished role as in groups. Therefore, we would like to treat minimal fusion systems also for
odd primes as far as possible. Secondly, the notion of solvability in fusion systems is more general
than the group theoretical notion. More precisely, although it turns out that every solvable fusion
system is constrained and therefore the fusion system of a ﬁnite group, such a group can have certain
composition factors that are non-abelian ﬁnite simple groups. Aschbacher showed in [A1] that these
are all ﬁnite simple groups in which fusion is controlled in the normalizer of a Sylow p-subgroup.
Furthermore, Aschbacher gives a list of these groups. Generic examples are the ﬁnite simple groups
of Lie type in characteristic p of Lie rank 1. For odd primes, Aschbacher’s proof of these facts requires
the complete classiﬁcation of ﬁnite simple groups. For p = 2 they follow already from Goldschmidt’s
theorem on groups with a strongly closed abelian subgroup (see [Gold]).
In this paper, we use a concept which is an analog to the (abstract) concept of parabolics in ﬁnite
group theory, where a parabolic subgroup is deﬁned to be a p-local subgroup containing a Sylow p-
subgroup. This generalizes the deﬁnition of parabolics in ﬁnite groups of Lie type in characteristic p.
Suppose S is a Sylow p-subgroup of a ﬁnite group G . It is a common strategy in the classiﬁcation of
ﬁnite simple groups and related problems to treat separately the case of a unique maximal (with re-
spect to inclusion) parabolic containing S . In this case, one classiﬁes as a ﬁrst step a p-local subgroup
of G which has the pushing up property as deﬁned in Section 6. In the remaining case, two distinct
maximal parabolics containing S form an amalgam of two groups that do not have a common normal
p-subgroup. This usually allows an elegant treatment using the coset graph, and leads in the generic
cases to a group of Lie type and Lie rank at least 2. The main result of this paper handles the fusion
system conﬁguration which loosely corresponds to the pushing up case in the N-group investigation.
We next introduce the concept of a parabolic in fusion systems.
Deﬁnition 1.2.
• A subsystem of F of the form NF (R) for some non-trivial normal subgroup R of S is called a
parabolic subsystem of F , or in short, a parabolic.
• A full parabolic is a parabolic containing NF (S). It is called a full maximal parabolic, if it is not
properly contained in any other parabolic subsystem of F .
Thus, in this paper, we treat the case of a minimal fusion system having a unique full maximal
parabolic. Note that this assumption is slightly more general than just supposing that a minimal fusion
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is a proper saturated subsystem containing every full maximal parabolic. We will use the following
notation.
Notation 1.3. Let N be a subsystem of F on S . We write FN for the set of centric subgroups Q of
F for which there exists an element of MorF (Q , Q ) that is not a morphism in N .
Note here that, if N is a proper subsystem of F , we get as a consequence of Alperin’s Fusion
Theorem that the set FN is non-empty. In our investigation we focus on members of FN that are
maximal in the sense deﬁned next.
Deﬁnition 1.4.
• For every subgroup P of S write m(P ) for the p-rank of P , i.e. for the largest integer m such that
P contains an elementary abelian subgroup of order pm .
• Let E be a set of subgroups of S . An element Q of E is called Thompson-maximal in E if, for
every P ∈ E , m(Q )m(P ) and, if m(Q ) =m(P ), then | J (Q )| | J (P )|.
Here, for a ﬁnite group G , the Thompson subgroup J (G) (for the prime p) is the subgroup of
G generated by the elementary abelian p-subgroups of G of maximal order. As a ﬁrst step in our
investigation we show the existence of Thompson-restricted subgroups. These are subgroups of S whose
normalizer in F has a very restricted structure and involves SL2(q) acting on a natural module. More
precisely, Thompson-restricted subgroups are deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 1.5. Let Q ∈ F be centric and fully normalized. Set T := NS(Q ) and let G be a model for
NF (Q ). We call such a subgroup Q Thompson-restricted if, for every normal subgroup V of J (G)T
with Ω(Z(T )) V Ω(Z(Q )), the following hold:
(i) NS ( J (Q )) = T and J (Q ) is fully normalized.
(ii) CS (V ) = Q and CG(V )/Q is a p′-group.
(iii) J (G)/C J(G)(V ) ∼= SL2(q) for some power q of p, and V /CV ( J (G)) is a natural SL2(q)-module for
J (G)/C J(G)(V ).
(iv) CT ( J (G)/C J(G)(V )) Q .
Here a model for F is a ﬁnite group G containing S as a Sylow p-subgroup such that CG(O p(G))
O p(G) and F = FS(G). By the theorem of Broto, Castellana, Grodal, Levi and Oliver [BCGLO], there
exists a (uniquely determined up to isomorphism) model for F provided F is constrained. Here F
is called constrained if F has a normal p-subgroup containing its centralizer in S . For every fully
normalized, centric subgroup Q of F , the normalizer NF (Q ) is a constrained saturated subsystem
of F . This makes it possible in Deﬁnition 1.5 to choose a model for NF (Q ). For the deﬁnition of a
natural SL2(q)-module see Deﬁnition 5.5.
Crucial in our proof is the following theorem that requires neither the minimality of F , nor the
existence of a proper saturated subsystem containing every full maximal parabolic.
Theorem 1. LetN be a proper saturated subsystem ofF containing CF (Ω(Z(S))) and NF ( J (S)). Then there
exists a Thompson-maximal subgroup Q of FN such that Q is Thompson-restricted.
The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in Section 9. It uses FF-module results of Bundy, Hebbing-
haus, Stellmacher [BHS]. Apart from that, the proof is self-contained. In particular, it is possible to
avoid the use of the classiﬁcation of ﬁnite simple groups or any kind of K-group hypothesis in the
proof of Theorem 1 and, in fact, in the proof of all the theorems in this paper.
Note that NF (Ω(Z(S))) and NF ( J (S)) are full parabolics of F , as Ω(Z(S)) and J (S) are charac-
teristic in S . In particular, if N is a proper saturated subsystem of F containing every full parabolic,
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of FN such that Q is Thompson-restricted. As we show in the next theorem, the fusion system F
being minimal implies for each such Q that NF (Q ) has a very simple structure.
Theorem 2. LetF be minimal and letN be a proper saturated subsystem ofF containing every full parabolic.
Let Q ∈ FN such that Q is Thompson-restricted and Thompson-maximal inFN . Let G be a model for NF (Q )
and M = J (G). Then NS(X) = NS(Q ), for every non-trivial normal p-subgroup X of MNS (Q ). Moreover,
Q  M, M/Q ∼= SL2(q), and one of the following holds:
(I) Q is elementary abelian, and Q /CQ (M) is a natural SL2(q)-module for M/Q , or
(II) p = 3, S = NS (Q ) and |Q | = q5 . Moreover, Q /Z(Q ) and Z(Q )/Φ(Q ) are natural SL2(q)-modules for
M/Q , and Φ(Q ) = CQ (M).
The proof of Theorem 2 can be found in Section 11 and is self-contained. For p = 2, Theorems 1
and 2 lead to a complete classiﬁcation of the fusion system F . This is a direct consequence of a more
general result (Theorem 8.2) on fusion systems of characteristic 2-type that we prove in Section 8.
This proof relies on a group theoretical result (Theorem 7.3) from Section 7. It uses a special case
of the classiﬁcation of weak BN-pairs of rank 2 from [DGS] (see Theorem 7.5), and is apart from
that self-contained. However, many of our arguments are similar to the ones in [A2]. In fact, using
the Odd Order Theorem of Feit and Thompson and the above mentioned theorem of Goldschmidt on
groups with a strongly closed 2-group, the following classiﬁcation for p = 2 could also be obtained as
a consequence of [A2]. However, we prefer in this paper to give a proof that does not rely on these
theorems. In particular, our proof needs only methods and results from local group theory, whereas
Goldschmidt’s theorem relies heavily on Glaubermann’s Z∗-theorem, whose proof uses modular rep-
resentation theory.
Theorem 3. Assume p = 2,F is minimal, and there is a proper saturated subsystem ofF containing every full
parabolic of F . Then there is a ﬁnite group G containing S as a Sylow 2-subgroup such that F ∼= FS (G) and
one of the following holds:
(a) S is dihedral of order at least 16, and G ∼= L2(r) or PGL2(r) for some odd prime power r.
(b) S is semidihedral, and G is an extension of L2(r2) by an automorphism of order 2, for some odd prime
power r.
(c) S is semidihedral of order 16, and G ∼= L3(3).
(d) |S| = 32, and G ∼= Aut(A6) or Aut(L3(3)).
(e) |S| = 27 and G ∼= J3 .
(f) F ∗(G) ∼= L3(q) or Sp4(q), |O 2(G) : F ∗(G)| is odd and |G : O 2(G)| = 2. Moreover, if F ∗(G) ∼= Sp4(q) then
q = 2e where e is odd.
Throughout this paper, we write mappings on the right side. By p we will always denote a prime.
In our notation and terminology regarding fusion systems we mostly follow [BLO]. The reader can ﬁnd
further basic deﬁnitions in Section 2. We adapt the group theoretic notions from [KS]. In particular,
we deﬁne a ﬁnite group to be p-closed if it has a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Moreover, for a normal
subgroup N of G , we will often make use of the so called “bar”-notation. This means that, after setting
G = G/N , we write U (respectively g) for the image of a subgroup U of G (respectively, an element
g ∈ G) in G .
2. Saturated fusion systems
Let G be a group. Write Inn(G) for the group of inner automorphisms of G . For g ∈ G , denote
by cg : G → G the inner automorphism of G determined by g . Let P and Q be subgroups of G . For
any map φ : P → Q , A  P and Aφ  B  G , write φ|A,B for the map with domain A and range B
mapping each element of A to its image under φ. We will frequently use the following notation.
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RP := AutR(P ) :=
{
cg |P ,P : g ∈ NR(P )
}
.
We adapt the basic deﬁnitions and notation related to fusion systems from [BLO]. From now on
let S be a ﬁnite p-group and F be a fusion system on S. If G contains S as a subgroup, then we write
FS (G) for the fusion system on S whose morphisms are the conjugation maps cg |P ,Q with P , Q  S
and g ∈ G such that P g  Q . By an abuse of notation we denote by F also the set of all objects
of F . In particular, we write Q ∈ F instead of Q  S . By PF we denote the F -conjugacy class of P .
We will refer to the following elementary property:
Remark 2.2. Let Q ∈ F and let U be a characteristic subgroup of Q . Assume U is fully normalized in
F and NS (U ) = NS(Q ). Then Q is fully normalized.
Proof. Let P ∈ Q F and φ ∈ MorF (Q , P ). Then Uφ ∈ UF and Uφ is characteristic in P = Q φ. So, as
U is fully normalized, we get
∣∣NS(P )
∣∣ ∣∣NS(Uφ)
∣∣ ∣∣NS(U )
∣∣= ∣∣NS(Q )
∣∣.
Hence, Q is fully normalized. 
For a fusion system E on a subgroup T of S , we write E  F if E is a subsystem of F , i.e. if
MorE (P , Q ) ⊆ MorF (P , Q ) for all P , Q  T . For E  F , P ∈ E and L  AutF (P ), we write L  E to
indicate that L  AutE (P ), and L  E if the converse holds. We will also use the following notation:
Notation 2.3.
• For every P ∈ F set
AutF (P ) = MorF (P , P ).
• For P , Q ∈ F and an isomorphism φ ∈ MorF (P , Q ) we write φ∗ for the map
φ∗ : AutF (P ) → AutF (Q ) deﬁned by α 	→ φ−1αφ.
• If P  A  S , Q  B  S and φ ∈ MorF (A, B) such that φ|P ,Q is an isomorphism, then we some-
times write φ∗ instead of (φ|P ,Q )∗ .
For the remainder of this section assume that F is saturated. To ease notation we set
A(P ) := AutF (P ), for every P ∈ F .
Remark 2.4. Let φ ∈ A(U ) and U  X  NS (U ).
(a) If φ extends to a member of A(X) then XUφ∗ = XU .
(b) Assume CS (U )  X and U is fully centralized. Then XUφ∗ = XU if and only if φ extends to a
member of A(X).
Proof. An elementary calculation shows (a), and (b) is a consequence of (a) and the saturation ax-
ioms. 
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φ ∈ MorF (NS (P ),NS (Q )) such that Pφ = Q .
Proof. See for example [Lin, 2.6]. 
A subgroup P ∈ F is called normal in F if F = NF (P ). Observe that the product of two normal
subgroups of F is again normal in F . Hence, there is a largest normal subgroup of F which we
denote by O p(F). The fusion system F is called constrained if O p(F) is centric. A model for F is a
ﬁnite group G containing S as a Sylow p-subgroup such that G has characteristic p (i.e. CG(O p(G))
O p(G)), and F = FS(G).
Theorem 2.6 (Broto, Castellana, Grodal, Levi and Oliver). A fusion system F is constrained if and only if there
is a model for F . Furthermore, if G and H are models for F then there exists an isomorphism φ : G → H such
that φ is the identity on S.
Proof. This is Proposition C in [BCGLO]. 
Observe that, if G is a model for F , then O p(F) = O p(G). In the notation we introduce next we
follow Aschbacher [A2].
Notation 2.7. Let P ∈ F such that P is fully normalized and NF (P ) is constrained. Then by G(P ) we
denote a model for NF (P ).
Note here that, by Theorem 2.6, G(P ) exists and is uniquely determined up isomorphism.
Deﬁne P to be strongly closed in F if, for all A, B  S and every morphism φ ∈ MorF (A, B),
(A ∩ P )φ  P . Note that every normal subgroup of F is strongly closed in F , and every strongly
closed subgroup of F is normal in S . Given a strongly closed subgroup R of F , Puig deﬁned a fac-
tor system F/R which is a fusion system on S/R . Here for subgroups A, B of S containing R , the
morphisms in MorF/R(A/R, B/R) are just the maps induced by the elements of MorF (A, B).
Theorem 2.8 (Puig). Let R be strongly closed in F . Then F/R is a saturated fusion system on S/R.
Proof. This follows from [Pu, 6.3]. 
In our deﬁnition of solvable fusion systems we follow Aschbacher [A1], who deﬁned F to be
solvable if every composition factor of F is the fusion system of the group of order p. However, as
we have not deﬁned normal subsystems and composition factors in this paper, we prefer to give the
deﬁnition in the language we introduced. Aschbacher [A1, 15.2, 15.3] has shown his deﬁnition to be
equivalent to the following.
Deﬁnition 2.9. The fusion system F is solvable if and only if O p(F/R) = 1 for every strongly closed
subgroup R = S of F .
We will use the following properties of solvable fusion systems.
Theorem 2.10 (Aschbacher). Let F be solvable.
(a) Every saturated subsystem of F is solvable.
(b) F is constrained.
Following Aschbacher [A2], we deﬁne F to be of characteristic p-type if NF (P ) is constrained, for
every fully normalized subgroup P ∈ F . Recall from the introduction that we call F minimal if NF (P )
is solvable, for every fully normalized subgroup P ∈ F . As a consequence of Theorem 2.10(b) we get:
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Next we state the Alperin–Goldschmidt Fusion Theorem and some of its consequences. The follow-
ing deﬁnition is crucial.
Deﬁnition 2.12. A subgroup Q ∈ F is called essential if Q is centric and A(Q )/ Inn(Q ) has a strongly
p-embedded subgroup.
Recall that a proper subgroup H of a ﬁnite group G is called strongly p-embedded if p divides the
order of H , and the order of H ∩ Hg is not divisible by p for every g ∈ G\H . It is elementary to check
that every F -conjugate of an essential subgroup is again essential. This allows to refer to essential
classes meaning the F -conjugacy classes of essential subgroups.
Theorem 2.13 (The Alperin–Goldschmidt Fusion Theorem, Puig). Let C be a set of subgroups of S such that
S ∈ C and C intersects non-trivially with every essential class. Then, for all P , Q  S and every isomorphism
φ ∈ MorF (P , Q ), there exist sequences of subgroups of S:
P = P0, P1, . . . , Pn = Q in F, and Q 1, . . . , Qn in C
and elements αi ∈ A(Q i) for i = 1, . . . ,n such that Pi−1, Pi  Q i , P i−1αi = Pi and
φ = (α1|P0,P1)(α2|P1,P2) · · · (αn|Pn−1,Pn ).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of [Lin, 5.2] and [DGMP, 2.10]. 
The proof of the following lemma uses Theorem 2.13.
Lemma 2.14. Let N ∈ F , and let D be a set of representatives of the essential classes of F . Set C = {S} ∪ D.
Then N is normal in F if and only if, for every P ∈ C , N  P and N is A(P )-invariant.
Proof. See [H, 2.17]. 
Lemma 2.15. Let U ∈ F such that U is not fully normalized. Then NS(U ) is contained in an essential subgroup
of F .
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, there is φ ∈ MorF (NS(U ), S) such that Uφ is fully normalized. As U is not fully
normalized, φ does not extend to an element of A(S). Now by Theorem 2.13, there is ψ ∈ A(S) such
that NS (U )ψ is contained in an essential subgroup. Since every F -conjugate of an essential subgroup
is again essential, this yields the assertion. 
Given a saturated fusion system F˜ on a ﬁnite p-group S˜ , we call a group isomorphism α : S → S˜
an isomorphism (of fusion systems) from F to F˜ if for all subgroups A, B of S ,
α−1MorF (A, B)α = Mor(Aα, Bα).
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.13 is the following remark.
Remark 2.16. Let F˜ be a saturated fusion system on a ﬁnite p-group S˜ . Let E be a set of repre-
sentatives of the essential classes of F and C = E ∪ {S}. Then a group isomorphism α : S → S˜ is an
isomorphism between F and F˜ if and only if {Pα: P ∈ E} is a set of representatives of the essential
classes of F˜ and α−1A(P )α = AutF˜ (Pα) for every P ∈ C .
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existence of Thompson-restricted subgroups. Recall from Notation 1.3 that, for a subsystem N of F
on S , we write FN for the set of centric subgroups Q of F for which there exists an element in
A(Q ) that is not a morphism in N . Furthermore, we introduce the following notation.
Notation 2.17. Let N be a subsystem of F on S . Then we write F∗N for the set of Thompson-maximal
members of FN .2
We get the following three corollaries to Theorem 2.13.
Corollary 2.18. Let N be a subsystem of F on S. Then FN = ∅ if and only if F = N .
Corollary 2.19. Let N be a proper subsystem of F on S. Let X ∈ F∗N , J (X)  R  S and φ ∈ MorF (R, S).
Then J (R) = J (X) or φ ∈ N .
Proof. Assume φ /∈ N . Then by Theorem 2.13, R is F -conjugate to a subgroup of an element of FN .
Hence, as J (X) R , the subgroup X being Thompson-maximal in FN implies J (R) = J (X). 
As a special case of Corollary 2.19 we get
Corollary 2.20. Let N be a proper subsystem of F on S. Let X ∈ F∗N and Q ∈ F such that J (X)  Q and
A(Q )  N . Then J (Q ) = J (X).
Remark 2.21. Let Q ∈ F such that J (S)  Q . Then J (NS ( J (Q )))  Q .
Proof. Otherwise J (NS ( J (Q ))) = J (Q ) and so
NS
(
NS
(
J (Q )
))
 NS
(
J
(
NS
(
J (Q )
)))= NS( J (Q )).
Then S = NS( J (Q )) and so J (S) Q , a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.22. Let N be a proper subsystem of F on S. Then there exists X ∈ F∗N such that J (X) is fully
normalized.
Proof. By Corollary 2.18, we can choose X0 ∈ F∗N . Set U0 = J (X0) and let U ∈ UF0 be fully normal-
ized. Then by Lemma 2.5, there exists φ ∈ MorF (NS (U0),NS(U )) such that U0φ = U . Set X := X0φ.
If J (S) X0 then observe that U0 = J (S) = U , so U0 is fully normalized. Therefore, we may assume
that J (S)  X0. Hence, by Remark 2.21, J (NS (U0))  X0. It follows now from Corollary 2.19 that φ
is a morphism in N . Since A(X0) = φA(X)φ−1 and A(X0)  N , we get A(X)  N and so X ∈ FN .
As X0 ∈ F∗N and X ∈ XF0 , it follows X ∈ F∗N . Since J (X) = U is fully normalized, this shows the
assertion. 
Lemma 2.23. Let N be a proper saturated subsystem of F containing CF (Ω(Z(S))). Let X ∈ FN such that
J (X) is fully normalized. Then A( J (X)) N .
Proof. Set U := J (X) and assume A(U ) N . Let φ ∈ A(X) such that φ /∈ N . Then α := φ|U ,U ∈ N
and, by Remark 2.4(a), XUα∗ = XU .3 In particular, X  Nα . Observe that U is fully normalized in N .
Hence, as N is saturated, α extends to an element ψ ∈ MorN (X, S). Note that φ−1ψ is the identity
2 Recall Deﬁnition 1.4.
3 Recall Notations 2.1 and 2.3.
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Thus, φ−1ψ ∈ CF (Ω(Z(S)))N and so φ ∈ N , a contradiction. Hence, A(U ) N . 
Lemma 2.24. Let N be a proper saturated subsystem of F containing CF (Ω(Z(S))). Then there exists
Q ∈ F∗N such that NS ( J (Q )) = NS(Q ) and J (Q ) is fully normalized.
Proof. By Lemma 2.22, we can choose X ∈ F∗N such that U := J (X) is fully normalized. Then, by
Lemma 2.23, we have A(U )  N . Set V := Ω(Z(U )) and Q := CS (V ) ∩ NS (U ). Then U  Q and
NS (U )  NS(Q ). Since U is fully normalized, SU ∈ Sylp(A(U )). Hence, QU ∈ Sylp(CA(U )(V )) and, by
the Frattini Argument,
A(U ) = CA(U )(V )NA(U )(QU ).
As X is centric, we have Ω(Z(S))  J (X) = U and thus, Ω(Z(S))  V . Therefore, CA(U )(V ) 
CF (Ω(Z(S))) N and so NA(U )(QU )  N . Since CS (U )  CS (V ) ∩ NS(U ) = Q , it follows from Re-
mark 2.4(b) that every element of NA(U )(QU ) extends to an element of A(Q ). Hence, A(Q )  N . Now
Corollary 2.20 implies that J (Q ) = U = J (X). Hence, NS(U )  NS (Q )  NS ( J (Q )) = NS (U ) and, by
Remark 2.2, Q is fully normalized. In particular, Q is fully centralized and therefore, as CS (Q ) Q ,
centric. Thus, Q ∈ F∗N . This proves the assertion. 
3. The Frattini subgroup
Throughout this section let G be a ﬁnite group. Recall that the Frattini subgroup Φ(G) of G is the
intersection of all maximal subgroups of G .
Remark 3.1.
(a) Let H be a subgroup of G . If G = HΦ(G) then G = H .
(b) Φ(G) is nilpotent.
(c) Φ(G/N) = Φ(G)/N , for every normal subgroup N of G contained in Φ(G). In particular,
Φ(G/Φ(G)) = 1.
(d) Φ(N)Φ(G), for every normal subgroup N of G .
Proof. For (a) and (b) see 5.2.3 and 5.2.5(a) in [KS]. Let N be normal in G . If N  Φ(G), then a
subgroup M of G is maximal in G if and only if N  M and M/N is maximal in G/N . This shows (c).
For the proof of (d) assume by contradiction that there is a maximal subgroup M of G such that
Φ(N)  M . Then G = Φ(N)M and N = Φ(N)(M ∩ N). Hence, by (a), Φ(N)  N = M ∩ N  M , a
contradiction. 
The main aim of this section is the proof of the following lemma that the author learned from
Stellmacher and was probably ﬁrst proved by Meierfrankenfeld in the case p = 2. It will be useful in
connection with the pushing up arguments in Sections 10 and 11.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a ﬁnite group with O p(G) = 1, and let N be a normal subgroup of G such that G/N is a
p-group. Then Φ(G) = Φ(N).
Proof. Assume the assertion is wrong and let G be a minimal counterexample. Then O p(G) = 1 and
we may choose a normal subgroup N of G such that G/N is a p-group and Φ(G) = Φ(N). We choose
this normal subgroup N of maximal order. By Remark 3.1(d), we have
(1) Φ(N)Φ(G).
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(2) Φ(G) has order prime to p.
Consider now G := G/Φ(N). Let X be the full preimage of O p(G) in G and P ∈ Sylp(X). Then X =
Φ(N)P and the Frattini Argument gives G = XNG(P ) = Φ(N)NG (P ). Now (1) and Remark 3.1(a) imply
G = NG(P ). Hence, as O p(G) = 1, we have P = 1 and so O p(G) = 1. Assume now Φ(N) = 1. Then
|G| < |G| and, as G is a minimal counterexample, φ(G) = Φ(N). Now by Remark 3.1(c), Φ(G) = 1.
Thus, by Remark 3.1, Φ(G) = Φ(N), a contradiction. This shows
(3) Φ(N) = 1.
Set now G0 := NΦ(G). Observe that, by Remark 3.1(a), G0 is a proper subgroup of G . As O p(G) = 1
and G0 is normal in G , we have O p(G0) = 1. Hence, the minimality of G yields Φ(G0) = Φ(N).
If Φ(G)  N , then the maximality of |N| implies Φ(G) = Φ(G0) = Φ(N), a contradiction. Hence,
(4) Φ(G) N .
Set V := Z(Φ(G)). Observe that, by (3) and Remark 3.1(b),
(5) V = 1.
We show next
(6) V has a complement in N .
By (3) and (5), there is a maximal subgroup M0 of N such that V  M0. Then N = V M0. Hence,
there is a non-empty set E of maximal subgroups of N such that N = V U , for U := ⋂E . We choose
such a set E of maximal order. If U ∩ V = 1, then (3) implies the existence of a maximal subgroup
M of N such that U ∩ V  M . Then, in particular, U  M and so M /∈ E . Moreover, N = (U ∩ V )M , so
U = (U ∩ V )(U ∩M) and N = V U = V (U ∩M). This is a contradiction to the maximality of |E |. Hence,
U ∩ V = 1 and (6) holds.
We now derive the ﬁnal contradiction. By (2), (6) and the theorem of Gaschütz (see e.g. [KS, 3.3.2]),
there is a complement K of V in G , i.e. K ∩ V = 1 and G = K V = KΦ(G). Now Remark 3.1(a) implies
G = K and so V = 1, a contradiction to (5). 
4. Minimal parabolics
Let G be a ﬁnite group and T ∈ Sylp(G).
Deﬁnition 4.1. G is called minimal parabolic (with respect to p) if T is not normal in G and there is a
unique maximal subgroup of G containing T .
This concept is originally due to McBride. One of the main properties of minimal parabolic groups
is the following.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be minimal parabolic with respect to p and let N be normal in G. Then the following hold:
(a) N ∩ T  G or O p(G) N.
(b) If O p(G) = 1 then O p(G) N or N Φ(G).
Proof. For (a) see [PPS, 1.3(b)]. For the proof of (b) assume by contradiction, O p(G) = 1, N  Φ(G)
and O p(G)  N . Then there is a maximal subgroup M of G such that N  M , and, by (a), T ∩ N = 1.
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unique maximal subgroup of G , this implies G = NS and so O p(G) N . 
Given a group G which is not p-closed, it is easy to obtain minimal parabolic subgroups of G con-
taining a Sylow p-subgroup of G . This is a consequence of the following remark which is elementary
to check.
Remark 4.3. Let H be a subgroup of G such that NG(T ) H < G . Assume that P is a subgroup of G
which is minimal with the properties T  P and P  H . Then P is minimal parabolic and H ∩ P is
the unique maximal subgroup of P containing T .
5. FF-modules
Throughout this section let G be a ﬁnite group, p be a prime dividing |G|, T ∈ Sylp(G), and let V
be a ﬁnite-dimensional GF (p)G-module.
Deﬁnition 5.1.
• A subgroup A of G is said to be an offender on V , if
(a) A/CA(V ) is a non-trivial elementary abelian p-group,
(b) |V /CV (A)| |A/CA(V )|.
• A subgroup A of G is called best offender if (a) holds and
(b′) |A/CA(V )||CV (A)| |A∗/CA∗ (V )||CV (A∗)| for all subgroups A∗ of A.
We write OG(V ) for the set of all best offenders in G on V .
• The module V is called an FF-module for G , if there is an offender in G on V .
• An offender A on V is called an over-offender on V if |V /CV (A)| < |A/CA(V )|.
• If OG(V ) = ∅, we set
mG(V ) := max
{∣∣A/CA(V )
∣∣∣∣CV (A)
∣∣: A ∈ OG(V )
}
,
and deﬁne AG(V ) to be the set of minimal (by inclusion) members of the set
{
A ∈ OG(V ):
∣∣A/CA(V )
∣∣∣∣CV (A)
∣∣=mG(V )
}
.
• For a set of subgroups D of G and E  G set
D ∩ E = {A ∈ D: A  E}.
By [MS, 2.5(a), (b)], every best offender on V is an offender on V , and V is an FF-module if and
only if there is a best offender on V . We will use this fact frequently and without reference.
Deﬁnition 5.2. Write A(G) for the set of all elementary abelian p-subgroups of G of maximal order.
Recall that the Thompson subgroup J (G) is the subgroup of G generated by A(G).
Lemma 5.3. Let V be an elementary abelian normal p-subgroup of G. Let A ∈ A(G) and suppose that A does
not centralize V .
(a) A is a best offender on V .
(b) If A is not an over-offender on V , then V CA(V ) ∈ A(G). In particular, we have then A(CG (V )) ⊆ A(G)
and J (CG (V )) J (G).
Proof. For the proof of (a) see [BHS, 2.8(e)]. For the proof of (b) see [AS, B.2.4]. 
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A ∈ A(G) such that [V , A] = 1, and ACG(W ) is a minimal with respect to inclusion element of the set
{
BCG(W ): B ∈ A(G), [W , B] = 1
}
.
Assume A is not an over-offender on V . Then we have |W /CW (A)| = |A/CA(W )| = |V /CV (A)| and W =
V CW (A).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that |V /CV (A)| = |A/CA(V )|, B := CA(V )V ∈ A(G) and |W /
CW (A)|  |A/CA(W )|. Since [V , A] = 1 and [V , B] = 1, BCG(W ) is a proper subgroup of ACG(W ).
Hence, the minimality of ACG(W ) yields [W , B] = 1. Thus, CA(V ) = CA(W ). It follows that
∣∣W /CW (A)
∣∣ ∣∣A/CA(W )
∣∣= ∣∣A/CA(V )
∣∣
= ∣∣V /CV (A)
∣∣= ∣∣V CW (A)/CW (A)
∣∣ ∣∣W /CW (A)
∣∣.
Now equality holds above, i.e. |A/CA(W )| = |W /CW (A)| = |V /CV (A)| and W = V CW (A). 
We continue by looking at natural SL2(q)-modules and natural Sn-modules. These modules provide
important examples of FF-modules.
Deﬁnition 5.5. Suppose G ∼= SL2(q) for some power q of p. Then V is called a natural SL2(q)-module
for G if V is irreducible, F := EndG(V ) ∼= GF (q) and V is a 2-dimensional FG-module.
The following lemma about natural SL2(q)-modules is well known and elementary to check.
Lemma 5.6. Assume that G ∼= SL2(q) and V is a natural SL2(q)-module for G. Then the following hold:
(a) |CV (T )| = q and CV (T ) = [V , T ] = CV (a) for each a ∈ T # .
(b) We haveOG(V ) = {A  G: A is an offender on V } = Sylp(G). Moreover, there are no over-offenders in G
on V .
(c) CG(CV (T )) = T .
(d) Every element of G of order coprime to p acts ﬁxed point freely on V .
Lemma 5.7. Let H  G such that H ∼= SL2(q) and CT (H)  H. Let V be a natural SL2(q)-module for H and
assume CG(V ) = 1. Then CT (CV (T ∩ H)) H.
Proof. Set Z := CV (T ∩ H) and T0 := CT (Z). Observe that, by the structure of Aut(SL2(q)), there is an
element x ∈ H\NH (T ∩ H) such that T0 = (T ∩ H)CT0 (x). Then [Zx,CT0 (x)] = 1 and so, V = Z Zx is
centralized by CT0 (x). Hence, CT0 (x) = 1 and T0  H . 
Lemma 5.8. Let G ∼= SL2(q) and V /CV (G) be a natural SL2(q)-module for G. Let A  G be an offender on V .
Then
(a) |V /CV (A)| = |A| = q and CV (A) = CV (a) for every a ∈ A# ,
(b) [V , A, A] = 1.
Proof. As G ∼= SL2(q), for every a ∈ A# there exists g ∈ G such that G = 〈A,ag〉. Hence,
∣∣V /CV (G)
∣∣ ∣∣V /CV (A)
∣∣∣∣V /CV (a)
∣∣ ∣∣V /CV (A)
∣∣2  q|A|2 = q2 = ∣∣V /CV (G)
∣∣.
Thus, the inequalities are equalities and (a) holds. Together with Lemma 5.6(a) this implies (b). 
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natural SL2(q)-module. Then V ∈ A(T ). Moreover, the following hold:
(a) For R ∈ A(T )\{V }, we have T = V R, R ∩ V = Z(T ) and CV /CV ( J (G))(T ) = Z(T )/CV (G).
(b) If p = 2 and J (T ) = V then |A(T )| = 2 and every elementary abelian subgroup of T is contained in an
element of A(T ).
Proof. Property (a) and V ∈ A(T ) is a consequence of Lemma 5.3(a) and Lemma 5.6(a), (b). Now (b)
is a consequence of (a), Lemma 5.6(a) and the fact that the product of two involutions is an involution
if and only if these two involutions commute. 
Lemma 5.10. Let p = 2 and let V be an elementary abelian normal 2-subgroup of G. Suppose S is a 2-group
containing T as a subgroup. Assume the following conditions hold:
(i) V  J (G), and J (G)/V ∼= SL2(q) for some power q of 2.
(ii) V /CV ( J (G)) is a natural SL2(q)-module for J (G)/V .
(iii) S = T = NS(V ) = NS (U ), for every 1 = U  CV ( J (G)) with U  T .
(iv) CT ( J (G)/V ) V .
Then the following hold:
(a) |NS (T ) : T | = |NS( J (T )) : T | = 2 and NS (T ) = NS ( J (T )).
(b) If J (NS ( J (T )))  T then q = 2 and |V | = 4.
(c) If J (NS ( J (T ))) T then J (T ) = J (S), and |S : T | = 2.
(d) If T = J (T ) and Z(T ) = Z(S) then CT (u) = Z(S) for every involution u ∈ NS(T )\T .
Proof. Since S = T and NS (V ) = T , there is a conjugate of V in T distinct from V . Now by
Lemma 5.9, |A(T )| = 2 and V ∈ A(T ). As S = T = NS (V ), this implies (a). Assume now there is
R ∈ A(NS ( J (T ))) such that R  T . Observe that by Lemma 5.9, R ∩ J (T )  V ∩ V x = Z( J (T )) for
x ∈ R\T . Moreover, by (iii), CV ( J (G)) ∩ CV ( J (G))x = 1 and so R ∩ J (T ) ∩ CV ( J (G)) = 1. Hence, if
R ∩ T  J (T ) then |R ∩ T |  q. By (iv), T /V embeds into Aut( J (G)/V ), so we have that T / J (T ) is
cyclic and thus |R∩ T /R∩ J(T )| 2. Moreover, by Lemma 5.7, |CZ( J (T ))/CV ( J (G))(t)| < q for t ∈ T\ J (T ).
Hence, if R ∩ T  J (T ) then |R ∩ J (T )| < q and, again, |R ∩ T | q. Now by (a), q2  |V | |R| 2 · q,
so q = 2 and |V | = q2 = 4. This shows (b). Since S is nilpotent, (c) is a consequence of (a).
For the proof of (d) assume now T = J (T ) and Z(T ) = Z(S). Let u ∈ NS (T )\T be an involution
and y ∈ CT (u). By Lemma 5.9(a), there exist a, a˜ ∈ V such that y = aa˜u . Then aa˜u = (aa˜u)u = aua˜. Now
[V , V u] V ∩ V u = Z(T ) implies aZ(T ) = a˜Z(T ). Let z ∈ Z(T ) such that a˜ = az. Then, as Z(T ) = Z(S),
y = aauz and aau = yz = (yz)u = aua. Hence, Lemma 5.6(a) implies a ∈ Z(T ) and so y ∈ Z(T ) =
Z(S). 
Deﬁnition 5.11. Let G ∼= Sm for some m 3.
• We call a GF (2)G-module a permutation module for G , if it has a basis {v1, v2, . . . , vm} of length
m on which G acts faithfully.
• A GF (2)G-module is called a natural Sm-module for G if it is isomorphic to a non-central irre-
ducible section of the permutation module.
Observe that natural Sm-modules are by this deﬁnition uniquely determined up to isomorphism.
Lemma 5.12. Assume p = 2, G = S2n+1 and V is a natural G-module. Then the following conditions hold:
(a) The elements in OG(V ) are precisely the subgroups generated by commuting transpositions.
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(c) There are no over-offenders in G on V .
Proof. Part (a) follows from [BHS, 2.15]. Claims (b) and (c) are consequences of (a). 
6. Pushing up
Throughout this section, let G be a ﬁnite group, p a prime dividing |G| and T ∈ Sylp(G). Let q be
a power of p.
6.1. A result by Baumann and Niles
The group G is said to have the pushing up property (with respect to p) if the following holds:
(PU) No non-trivial characteristic subgroup of T is normal in G .
Note that this property does not depend on the choice of T since all Sylow p-subgroups of G are
conjugate in G . The problem of determining the non-central chief factors of G in O p(G) under the
additional hypothesis:
(∗) G/Φ(G) ∼= L2(q) for G = G/O p(G)
was ﬁrst solved by Baumann [Bau] and Niles [Nil] independently. Later Stellmacher [St1] gave a
shorter proof. We state here a slight modiﬁcation of the result.
Hypothesis 6.1. Let Q := O p(G) and let W Ω(Z(Q )) be normal in G . Suppose the following condi-
tions hold:
(1) G/CG (W ) ∼= SL2(q),
(2) W /CW (G) is a natural SL2(q)-module for G/CG (W ),
(3) G has the pushing up property (PU), and (∗) holds.
Theorem 6.2. Suppose Hypothesis 6.1 holds. Then one of the following holds for V := [Q , O p(G)]:
(I) V Ω(Z(O p(G))) and V /CV (G) is a natural SL2(q)-module for G/CG(W ).
(II) Z(V ) Z(Q ), p = 3, and Φ(V ) = CV (G) has order q. Moreover, V /Z(V ) and Z(V )/Φ(V ) are natural
SL2(q)-modules for G/CG(W ).
Furthermore, the following hold for every φ ∈ Aut(T ) with V φ  Q .
(a) Q = V CQ (L) for some subgroup L of G with O p(G) L and G = LQ .
(b) If (II) holds then Q φ2 = Q .
(c) Φ(CQ (O p(G)))φ = Φ(CQ (O p(G))).
(d) If (II) holds then T does not act quadratically on V /Φ(V ).
(e) If (II) holds then Wφ  Q and V W 〈(Wφ)G 〉.
(f) V  Q φ .
Proof. Theorem 1 in [St1] and [Nil, 3.2] give us the existence of ψ ∈ Aut(T ) such that
L/V0O p′(L) ∼= SL2(q) for L = (Vψ)O p(G) and V0 = V
(
L ∩ Z(G)),
and one of the following hold:
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(II′) Z(V )  Z(O p(G)), p = 3, and Φ(V ) = CV (G) has order q. Moreover, V /Z(V ) and Z(V )/Φ(V )
are natural SL2(q)-modules for L/V0O p′ (L).
Observe that LQ contains O p(G) and a Sylow p-subgroup of G , so G = LQ . Now (a) is a consequence
of Theorem 2 in [St1]. Moreover, (b), (c) and (d) follow from 2.4, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4(b), (c) in [St1].
Clearly (I′) implies (I). Moreover, if (I′) holds then CT (V ) = Q and CT (V φ) = Q φ, so (f) holds in this
case.
We assume from now on that (II′) holds and show next that G/CG(W ) acts on V /CV (G). Note
that [V , V ]  CV (G) and so by (a), [V , Q ]  CV (G). Therefore, as [V , O p′(L)] = 1 = [W , O p′(L)]
and [W , O p(G)] = [Z(V ), O p(G)], we have CL(W ) = O p′(L)V0 and CG(W ) = CQ L(W ) = Q CL(W ) 
CG (V /CV (G)). So G/CG(W ) acts on V /CV (G) and (II) holds.
Let now φ ∈ Aut(T ) such that V φ  Q . It follows from (2.4) and (3.2) in [St1] that [W , O p(G)]φ 
Q . Hence, since W = [W , O p(G)]CW (G)  [W , O p(G)]Z(T ), we have Wφ  Q . As Q =
Q /CQ (O p(G)) ∼= V /Φ(V ), it follows that W and Q /W are natural SL2(q)-modules. In particular,
[W , V φ] = 1 and so W = Wφ. Therefore, Q = W 〈(Wφ)G〉. This implies (e). For the proof of (f) as-
sume V  Q φ. Then by (a), [V , V φ]  [Q φ, V φ]  CV (G)φ  Z(T )φ = Z(T ). As V φ  Q we have
T = 〈(V φ)NG (T )〉Q and so [V , T ] Z(T ), a contradiction to (d). This proves (f). 
6.2. The Baumann subgroup
A useful subgroup while dealing with pushing up situations is the following:
Deﬁnition 6.3. The subgroup
B(G) = 〈CP
(
Ω
(
Z
(
J (P )
)))
: P ∈ Sylp(G)
〉
is called the Baumann subgroup of G .
Often it is not possible to show immediately that G has the pushing up property. In many of these
situations it helps to look at a subgroup X of G such that B(T ) ∈ Sylp(X) and to show that X has
the pushing up property. Here one uses that B(T ) is characteristic in T , so a characteristic subgroup
of B(T ) is also a characteristic subgroup of T . Usually one can then determine the structure of X
and thus also of B(T ). This often leads to T = B(T )  X , in which case also the p-structure of G is
restricted. When using this method later, we will need the results stated below.
Hypothesis 6.4. Let V Ω(Z(O p(G))) be a normal subgroup of G such that
• G/CG (V ) ∼= SL2(q),
• V /CV (G) is a natural SL2(q)-module for G/CG (V ),
• CG (V )/O p(G) is a p′-group and [V , J (T )] = 1.
Lemma 6.5. Assume Hypothesis 6.4 and suppose there is d ∈ G such that G = 〈T , T d〉. Then G = CG(V )B(G),
Ω(Z( J(T )))V is normal in G, and B(T ) ∈ Sylp(B(G)).
Proof. Set Q := O p(G). Let A ∈ A(T ) such that [V , A] = 1. Then by Lemmas 5.6(b) and 5.3,
|V /CV (A)| = |A/CA(V )| = q and V (A ∩ Q )  J (Q )  J (T ). In particular, T = J (T )Q and, since
CG (V )/Q is a p′-group, Ω(Z( J(T ))) CT (V ) = Q . Now W := Ω(Z( J(T )))V Ω(Z( J (Q ))) and
∣∣W /CW
(
J (T )
)∣∣= ∣∣V CW
(
J (T )
)
/CW
(
J (T )
)∣∣= ∣∣V /CV
(
J (T )
)∣∣= ∣∣V /CV (T )
∣∣= q.
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G = X0Q . Moreover, for B ∈ A(T d), we have V (B ∩ Q ) ∈ A(Q ). So W Ω(Z( J(Q ))) V (B ∩ Q ) and
W = V (B ∩ W ) is normalized by B . Hence, W is normal in J (T )d and thus also in G = X0Q . We get
now
∣∣V CW (X0)/CW (X0)
∣∣ ∣∣W /CW (X0)
∣∣

∣∣W /CW
(
J (T )
)∣∣2 = q2 = ∣∣V /CV (X0)
∣∣= ∣∣V CW (X0)/CW (X0)
∣∣.
Hence, we have equality above and therefore W = V CW (X0).
Set Z0 := CΩ(Z( J (T )))(X0). As W  J (T ), we have CW (X0)Ω(Z( J (T ))). Thus, CW (X0) = Z0 and
W = V Z0. Now Dedekind’s Law implies Ω(Z( J (T ))) = Z0(Ω(Z( J(T ))) ∩ V ). So, using T = J (T )Q ,
we get B(T ) = CT (Z0). Note that Z0 is normal in G = Q X0. Hence, X := CG(Z0)  G . This yields
B(T ) = T ∩ X ∈ Sylp(X) and B(G)  X , so B(T ) ∈ Sylp(B(G)). Since G = Q X0 = Q B(G), this implies
the assertion. 
Lemma 6.6. Assume Hypothesis 6.4. Then G = CG(V )B(G) and B(T ) ∈ Sylp(B(G)).
Proof. Set W := Ω(Z( J(T )))V and H := O p′(G). As G/CG (V ) ∼= SL2(q), we can choose d ∈ G such
that G = CG(V )H0, for H0 := 〈T , T d〉. By Lemma 6.5, W  H0 and G = CG(V )B(H0). In particular,
W = VΩ(Z( J (T d))). So, again by Lemma 6.5 (now applied with T d in place of T ), W is normal in
〈Tˆ , T d〉, for every Tˆ ∈ Sylp(G) with Tˆ CG(V ) = T CG (V ). Hence, the arbitrary choice of d gives that W
is normalized by every Sylow p-subgroup of G and therefore,
W  H .
Note that, as B(H0)  B(G), we have B(G) = B(H0)CB(G)(V ) and G = CG(V )B(G). Also observe
that B(G) = B(H) = 〈B(T )H 〉 = 〈B(T )B(G)〉. In particular, [W , B(G)]  V . Hence, [W ,CB(G)(V ),
CB(G)(V )] = 1, and coprime action shows that CB(G)(V )  CB(G)(W )Q . Therefore, we get B(G) =
B(H0)CB(G)(V )  H0CB(G)(W ). So B(H0)CB(G)(W ) is a normal subgroup of B(G) containing B(T )
and thus, B(G) = B(H0)CB(G)(W ). By Lemma 6.5, B(T ) ∈ Sylp(B(H0)). Hence, (T ∩ B(G))CB(G)(W ) =
B(T )CB(G)(W ) and T ∩ B(G) B(T )CT (W ) B(T ). This shows B(T ) ∈ Sylp(B(G)). 
7. Amalgams
An amalgam A is a tuple (G1,G2, B, φ1, φ2) where G1,G2 and B are groups and φi : B → Gi is
a monomorphism for i = 1,2. We write G1 ∗B G2 for the free product of G1 and G2 with B amal-
gamated. Note that we suppress here mention of the monomorphisms φ1 and φ2. We will usually
identify G1, G2 and B with their images in G1 ∗B G2. Then G1 ∩ G2 = B , and the monomorphisms
φ1, φ2 become inclusion maps. We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1. Let G be a group such that G = 〈G1,G2〉 for ﬁnite subgroups G1,G2 of G. Set B = G1 ∩ G2 . For
i = 1,2, let Ki be a set of right coset representatives of B in Gi and ιi : B → Gi the inclusion map. By G1 ∗B G2
we mean the free amalgamated product with respect to (G1,G2, B, ι1, ι2). Let g ∈ G. Then g can be expressed
in the form
(∗) g = bg1 . . . gn where b ∈ B, n ∈ N, g1, . . . , gn ∈ (K1 ∪ K2)\B and, for every 1  k < n and i ∈ {1,2},
gk+1 ∈ Ki if and only if gk ∈ K3−i .
This expression is unique if and only if G ∼= G1 ∗B G2 .
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a factor group of X modulo a normal subgroup N of X with N ∩ G1 = N ∩ G2 = 1. By (7.9) of Part I in
[DGS], every element g ∈ X can be uniquely expressed in the form (∗). This implies the assertion. 
A triple (β1, β2, β) of group isomorphisms β : B → B˜ and βi : Gi → G˜ i , for i = 1,2, is said to be
an isomorphism from A to an amalgam B = (G˜1, G˜2, G˜12,ψ1,ψ2), if the obvious diagram commutes,
i.e. if φiβi = βψi , for i = 1,2. An automorphism of A is an isomorphism from A to A. The group of
automorphisms of A will be denoted by Aut(A). If B = G1 ∩ G2 and φ1, φ2 are inclusion maps, then
αi |B = α, for every automorphism (α1,α2,α) of A.
A ﬁnite p-subgroup S of a group G is called a Sylow p-subgroup of G , if every ﬁnite p-subgroup of
G is conjugate to a subgroup of S . We write S ∈ Sylp(G). We will use the following result, which is
stated in this form in [CP]. A similar result was proved ﬁrst in [Rob].
Theorem 7.2 (Robinson). Let (G1,G2, B, φ1, φ2) be an amalgam, and let G = G1 ∗B G2 be the corresponding
free amalgamated product. Suppose there is S ∈ Sylp(G1) and T ∈ Sylp(G2) ∩ Sylp(B) with T  S. Then S ∈
Sylp(G) and
FS(G) =
〈FS(G1),FT (G2)〉.
Proof. See 3.1 in [CP]. 
When we prove our classiﬁcation result for p = 2 we will apply Theorem 7.2 and the following
theorem in order to identify a subsystem of a given saturated fusion system F .
Theorem 7.3. Let (G1,G2, B, φ1, φ2) be an amalgam of ﬁnite groups G1,G2 and G = G1 ∗B G2 the cor-
responding free amalgamated product. Suppose the following hold for S ∈ Syl2(G1), Q := O 2(G2) and
M := J (G2).
(i) NS (Q ) ∈ Syl2(G2) and CG2 (Q ) Q  M.
(ii) B = NG1 (Q ) = NG2 ( J (NS (Q ))).
(iii) |G1 : B| = 2.
(iv) M/Q ∼= SL2(q) where q = 2e > 2, Φ(Q ) = 1, and Q /CQ (M) is a natural SL2(q)-module for M/Q .
(v) No non-trivial normal p-subgroup of MNS (Q ) is normal in G1 .
Then there exists a free normal subgroup N of G such that N ∩Gi = 1 for i = 1,2, H := G/N is ﬁnite, SN/N ∈
Syl2(H) and F
∗(H) ∼= L3(q) or Sp4(q).
We will prove Theorem 7.3 at the end of this section. For that we need one more deﬁnition and
some preliminary results.
Deﬁnition 7.4. Let G be a group with ﬁnite subgroups G1 and G2. Set B := G1 ∩ G2.
• Let q be a power of p. The pair (G1,G2) is called a weak BN-pair of G involving SL2(q) if, for i = 1,2,
there are normal subgroups G∗i of Gi such that the following properties hold:
– G = 〈G1,G2〉,
– no non-trivial normal subgroup of G is contained in B ,
– CGi (O p(Gi)) O p(Gi) G∗i ,
– Gi = G∗i B ,
– G∗i ∩ B is the normalizer in G∗i of a Sylow p-subgroup of G∗i and G∗i /O p(Gi) ∼= SL2(q).• If (G1,G2) is a weak BN-pair of G involving SL2(q), and ιi : B → Gi is the inclusion map for
i = 1,2, then we call (G1,G2, B, ι1, ι2) the amalgam corresponding to (G1,G2).
The main tool is the following theorem.
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mated product. Let q be a power of p. Suppose (G1,G2) is a weak BN-pair of G involving SL2(q), and O p(Gi) is
elementary abelian for i = 1,2. Then there is a free normal subgroup N of G such that Gi ∩ N = 1 for i = 1,2,
H := G/N is ﬁnite, and F ∗(H) ∼= L3(q) or p = 2 and F ∗(H) ∼= Sp4(q).
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem A in [DGS]. 
In the situation of Theorem 7.5, it follows from the structure of Aut(L3(q)) and Aut(Sp4(q)) that
H embeds into Γ L3(q) respectively Γ Sp4(q). Moreover, for i = 1,2 and G := G/N , F ∗(H) ∩ Gi is a
parabolic subgroup of F ∗(H) in the Lie theoretic sense, and B ∩ F ∗(H) is the normalizer of a Sylow
p-subgroup of F ∗(H).
Lemma 7.6. Let G be a ﬁnite group such that for M = O p′ (G), T ∈ Sylp(M) and Q := O p(G) the following
hold:
(i) M/Q ∼= SL2(q) and G/Q is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL2(q), for some power q of p.
(ii) G/Q acts faithfully on Q /Z(M), Q is elementary abelian, Q = [Q ,M], |Q /CQ (T )| = q, and Q /Z(M)
is a natural SL2(q)-module for M/Q .
(iii) Z(G) = 1.
Set A := Aut(G). Then CA(Q ) = CA(Q /Z(M))  CA(G/Q ) and CA(Q ) is an elementary abelian p-group.
Moreover, C A(T ) ∼= Z(T ) for T ∈ Sylp(G).
Proof. Set G = G/Z(M) and W := CA(Q ). Throughout this proof we will identify G with the group of
inner automorphism of G . Note that this is possible by (iii). Observe that by (ii), [G,W ] CG(Q ) Q .
Hence, [M,W , Q ] [Q , Q ] = 1. As [W , Q ,M] = [Z(M),M] = 1 it follows from the Three-Subgroups
Lemma that [Q ,W ] = [Q ,M,W ] = 1. So we have shown that W = CA(Q ) CA(G/Q ). As [W ,G]
Q  C(W ) it follows from the Three-Subgroups Lemma that [W ,W ,G] = 1, i.e. [W ,W ] = 1 and W
is abelian. Since [G,W ,W ] = 1 and [G,W ] Q is elementary abelian, we have [g,wp] = [g,w]p = 1
for every g ∈ G and w ∈ W . Hence W is a group of exponent p and thus an elementary abelian
p-group.
Set now C := CA(M). Then C W and so C is elementary abelian. Since G acts coprimely on C , by
Maschke’s theorem there is a G-invariant complement C0 of Z(M) in C . Then [C0,G] (C ∩G)∩C0 =
Z(M) ∩ C0 = 1. Hence, C0 = 1 and C = Z(M).
Set now W0 := Q CW (T ). Note that W0 is G-invariant as [W ,G]  Q , and that, by (ii),
|W0/CW (T )| = |Q /CQ (T )| = q. If CW (T )  Q then |W0/Z(M)| > q2 and, for T = S ∈ Sylp(G),
|Z(M)| < |CW (T )∩ CW (S)| = |CW (M)|. This contradicts C = Z(M). Hence, CA(T ) = CW (T ) = CQ (T ) =
Z(T ). 
Lemma 7.7. Let q > 2 be a power of 2 and G ∼= L3(q) or Sp4(q). Let (G1,G2) be a weak BN-pair of G involving
SL2(q). Let B := G1 ∩ G2 and A be the amalgam corresponding to (G1,G2). Then for every αˆ ∈ Aut(A) there
exists β ∈ Aut(G) such that αˆ = (β|G1 , β|G2 , β|B).
Proof. Let i ∈ {1,2}. Set
T = O p(B),
Q i = O p(Gi),
Mi = O p′(Gi),
Ai =
{
αi: (α1,α2,α) ∈ Aut(A)
}
 Aut(Gi),
Ci = CAi (Q i),
A0 = NAut(G)(T ) ∩ NAut(G)(Q 1).
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normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup. Moreover the following properties hold:
(1) Mi/Q i ∼= SL2(q) and Gi/Q i is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL2(q).
(2) Gi acts faithfully on Q i/Z(Mi), Φ(Q i) = 1, [Q i,Mi] = Q i , |Q i/CQ i (T )| = q, and Q i/Z(Mi) is a
natural SL2(q)-module for Mi/Q i .
(3) Z(Gi) = 1 = Z(B).
(4) T ∈ Sylp(G) and B = NG(T ).
The automorphism group of G is generated by a graph automorphism and the elements of Γ L3(q)
respectively Γ Sp4(q). Therefore, we get the following property:
(5) A0  N(Q 2) and A0/Q i ∼= NΓ GL2(q)(T˜ ) for T˜ ∈ Syl2(GL2(q)), where we identify Q i with the inner
automorphisms of G induced by Q i .
Properties (1) and (2) give in particular that Gi fulﬁlls the hypothesis of Lemma 7.6. Hence, we have:
(6) Ci = CAi (Q i/Z(Mi)) C(Gi/Q i) and Ci is a 2-group.
(7) CAi (T ) ∼= Z(T ).
Observe that the map
φ : A0 → Aut(A) deﬁned by α 	→ (α|G1 ,α|G2 ,α|B)
is well deﬁned and a monomorphism of groups. Recall that α1|B = α|B = α2|B for (α1,α2,α) ∈ Aut(A).
Moreover, by (3) and (7), CA1 (B) = 1 and CA2 (B) = 1. Hence, for i = 1,2, the maps
ψi : Aut(A) → Ai deﬁned by (α1,α2,α) 	→ αi
are isomorphisms of groups. In particular, it is therefore suﬃcient to show |A1| = |A0|. Observe that,
by (5),
(8) Ai/CAi (Mi/Q i) ∼= NAut(Mi/Q i)(T /Q i) for i = 1,2.
Furthermore, since every element in CAi (Mi/Q i) acts on Q i/Z(M) as a scalar from EndMi (Q i/Z(M)) ∼=
GF (q), it follows from (2), (5) and (6) that
(9) CAi (Mi/Q i)/Ci ∼= Cq−1 for i = 1,2.
Hence, by (5), it is suﬃcient to show that |C1| |Q 1|. In order to prove that set C := C1ψ−11 ψ2. Note
that α1|B = (α1ψ−11 ψ2)|B for every α1 ∈ A1. Thus, [Q 1,C] = 1 and [T ,C] = [Q 1Q 2,C]  Q 2. By (6),
C ∼= C1 is a 2-group. Hence, by (8), C  T CA2 (M2/Q 2), and by (9), C0 := C ∩ C(M2/Q 2)  C2. Thus,|C/C0| q and, by (7), C0  CA2 (Q 1Q 2) = CA2 (T ) ∼= Z(T ). So |C1| = |C | q · |Z(T )| = |Q 1|. As argued
above this proves the assertion. 
Lemma 7.8. Let G be a group, let q > 2 be a power of 2, and let (G1,G2) be a weak BN-pair of G involving
SL2(q). Let H be a ﬁnite group such that F ∗(H) ∼= L3(q) or Sp4(q) for a power q > 2 of 2. Let φ and ψ be
epimorphisms from G to H such that Gi ∩ kerφ = Gi ∩ kerψ = 1 for i = 1,2. Then kerφ = kerψ .
Proof. Since Gi ∩ kerφ = 1 for i = 1,2, it is easy to check from Deﬁnition 7.4 that (G1φ,G2φ) is
a weak BN-pair of H involving SL2(q). Since H embeds into Aut(L3(q)) respectively Aut(Sp4(q)), it
follows from the structure of these groups that H embeds into Γ L3(q) respectively Γ Sp4(q). Further-
more,
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F ∗(H) ∩ G1φ, F ∗(H) ∩ G2φ
)
is a pair of parabolic subgroups of F ∗(H) in the Lie theoretic sense and a weak BN-pair of F ∗(H)
involving SL2(q). Let G◦i be the preimage of F
∗(H) ∩ Giφ in Gi for i = 1,2. Then (G◦1,G◦2) is a weak
BN-pair of G◦ = 〈G◦1,G◦2〉 involving SL2(q), and G◦φ = F ∗(H). Moreover, for i = 1,2, G◦i is normal in
Gi and Gi = G◦i B . Thus, G◦ is normal in G = 〈G◦, B〉. Set now N := kerφ and G = G/(G◦ ∩ N). Then
G◦ ∼= F ∗(H), B ∼= Bφ, and with Dedekind’s Law B(G◦ ∩N)∩G◦ = (B ∩G◦)(G◦ ∩N), so B∩G◦ = B ∩ G◦ .
Moreover, B ∩ G◦ = B ∩ Gi ∩ G◦ = B ∩ G◦i and so B ∩ G◦ = B ∩ G◦i ∼= B ∩ G◦i ∼= (B ∩ G◦i )φ = Bφ ∩ G◦i φ =
Bφ ∩ Giφ ∩ F ∗(H) = Bφ ∩ F ∗(H), for i = 1,2. Hence,
|G| = ∣∣G◦B∣∣= ∣∣G◦∣∣∣∣B/B ∩ G◦∣∣= ∣∣F ∗(H)∣∣∣∣Bφ/Bφ ∩ F ∗(H)∣∣= ∣∣F ∗(H)(Bφ)∣∣= |H|,
and so N  G0. The same holds with ψ instead of φ. Thus, we may assume without loss of generality
that H = F ∗(H) ∼= L3(q) or Sp4(q).
Then the weak BN-pairs of H are precisely the pairs of parabolic subgroups of H (in the Lie
theoretic sense) intersecting in the normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup. Now using [Car, Section 12.3]
one sees that Aut(H) acts transitively on the weak BN-pairs of H . Therefore, we may assume that
Giφ = Giψ for i = 1,2. Then ((φ|G1 )−1ψ, (φ|G2 )−1ψ, (φ|B)−1ψ) is an automorphism of the amalgam
corresponding to (G1φ,G2φ). Hence, by Lemma 7.7, there is an automorphism α of H such that
(φ|Gi )−1ψ = α|Gi for i = 1,2. This implies ψ = φα and kerψ = kerφα = kerφ. 
Proof of Theorem 7.3. Let G1,G2, B, S, Q ,q and M be as in the hypothesis of Theorem 7.3. Set T :=
NS (Q ). Let t ∈ S\T and X := 〈G2,Gt2〉. As Gt
2
2 = G2, X is normal in G = 〈t,G2〉.
Let K1 be a set of right coset representatives of B in G2. Then Kt1 is a set of right coset represen-
tatives of B = Bt in Gt2. So, as Bt−1 = Bt , the set
K2 := {tkt: k ∈ K1}
is also a set of right coset representatives of B in Gt2. Let g ∈ G . By Lemma 7.1, there exist b ∈ B , n ∈ N
and g1, g2, . . . , gn ∈ (K1 ∪ K2)\B such that
g = bg1 . . . gn
and, for all 1 k < n and i ∈ {1,2}, gk+1 ∈ Ki if and only if gk ∈ K3−i . Since G = G1 ∗B G2 and {t,1}
is a set of right coset representatives of B in G1, it follows from Lemma 7.1 and the deﬁnition of K2
that this expression is unique. Hence, again by Lemma 7.1, X = G2 ∗B Gt2.
Assume there is 1 = U  B such that U is normal in X . If U is a p-group then, as U is normal
in G2 and Gt2, it follows from Lemma 5.9(a) that U  Q ∩ Q t = Z( J (T )). Hence, as Q /CQ (M) and
Q t/CQ t (M
t) are irreducible modules for M respectively Mt , we have U  U0 := CQ (M) ∩ CQ (M)t .
Since U0 is normal in MT and G1 = B〈t〉, it follows from our assumptions that U0 = 1. Hence, U = 1,
a contradiction. So U is not a p-group and, as U was arbitrary, also O p(U ) = 1. Since J (T ) is normal
in B , it follows [U , J (T )]  U ∩ J (T )  O p(U ) = 1. In particular, U  CG2 (Q )  Q , contradicting U
not being a p-group. Hence, no non-trivial normal p-subgroup of X is contained in B . Thus, it is now
easy to check that (G2,Gt2) is a weak BN-pair of X involving SL2(q). Hence, by Theorem 7.5, there is
a free normal subgroup N of X such that N ∩ G2 = 1 = N ∩ Gt2, X := X/N is ﬁnite and F ∗(X) ∼= L3(q)
or Sp4(q). One can check now from Deﬁnition 7.4 that (G2,G
t
2) is also a weak BN-pair of X . As X
embeds into Aut(L3(q)) respectively Aut(Sp4(q)), the structure of these groups yields T ∈ Syl2(X).
Deﬁne epimorphisms φ and ψ from X to X via xφ = x and xψ = xt for all x ∈ X . Then it fol-
lows from Lemma 7.8 that N = kerφ = kerψ = Nt−1. Hence, N is normal in G = X〈t〉. Observe now
that H := G/N is ﬁnite, and X has index 2 in H . So SN/N ∈ Syl2(H) and F ∗(H) = F ∗(X) ∼= L3(q) or
Sp4(q). 
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Throughout this section let F be a fusion system on a ﬁnite 2-group S .
Hypothesis 8.1. Assume every parabolic subsystem of F is constrained. Let Q ∈ F such that Q is
centric and fully normalized. Set T := NS (Q ) and M := J (G(Q )), and assume the following hold:
(i) Q  M , M/Q ∼= SL2(q) for some power q of p, and CT (M/Q ) Q .
(ii) Q is elementary abelian and Q /CQ (M) is a natural SL2(q)-module for M/Q .
(iii) T < S and NS(U ) = T for every subgroup 1 = U  Q with U  MT .
(iv) If t ∈ T\ J (T ) is an involution and 〈t〉 is fully centralized, then CF (〈t〉) is constrained.
Recall here from Notation 2.7 that, for every fully normalized subgroup P ∈ F , G(P ) denotes a
model for NF (P ), provided NF (P ) is constrained. The aim of this section is to prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 8.2. Assume Hypothesis 8.1. Then there is a ﬁnite group G containing S as a Sylow 2-subgroup such
that F ∼= FS(G) and one of the following holds:
(a) S is dihedral of order at least 16, Q ∼= C2 × C2 and G ∼= L2(r) or PGL2(r), for some odd prime power r.
(b) S is semidihedral, Q ∼= C2 × C2 and G is an extension of L2(r2) by an automorphism of order 2, for some
odd prime power r.
(c) S is semidihedral of order 16, Q ∼= C2 × C2 and G ∼= L3(3).
(d) |S| = 32, Q has order 8, and G ∼= Aut(A6) or Aut(L3(3)).
(e) |S| = 27 and G ∼= J3 .
(f) F ∗(G) ∼= L3(q) or Sp4(q), |O 2(G) : F ∗(G)| is odd and |G : O 2(G)| = 2. Moreover, if F ∗(G) ∼= Sp4(q) then
q = 2e where e is odd.
Recall Notations 2.1 and 2.3 which we will use frequently in this section. Moreover, to ease nota-
tion we set
A(P ) := AutF (P ), for every P ∈ F .
8.1. Preliminary results
We start with some group theoretical results. For Lemmas 8.3–8.7 let G be a ﬁnite group.
Lemma 8.3. Let S ∈ Syl2(G), T := J (S) and t ∈ S\T . Assume the following hold:
(i) |S : T | = 2.
(ii) A  Z(S) for every elementary abelian subgroup A of T with CS (A)  T .
(iii) Z(S) T , Z(T ) is elementary abelian, and |Z(T )/Z(S)| > 2.
(iv) Z(T )〈t〉  T g for any g ∈ G.
Then t /∈ T g for any g ∈ G.
Proof. Set Z := Z(T ). Assume there exists g ∈ G such that t ∈ T g and choose this element g such
that |Z(S) ∩ T g | is maximal. We show ﬁrst
(1) Zx  T for all x ∈ G with Zx  S .
For the proof assume there is x ∈ G such that Zx  S and Zx  T . Then by (ii) and (iii), Zx ∩ T 
Z(S) and so |Z/Z(S)| |Z/(Zx ∩ T )| = |Zx/(Zx ∩ T )| = 2, a contradiction to (iii). This shows (1). Set
Z∗ := (Z(S) ∩ T g)〈t〉 and N := NG
(
Z∗
)
.
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(2) t ∈ T h .
For the proof assume t /∈ T h . As Z∗  T g , we have [Z∗, Z g] = 1. Therefore, since CG(Z∗) ∩ Sh ∈
Syl2(CG (Z
∗)), there exists c ∈ CG(Z∗) such that Z gc  Sh . Now by (1), Z gc  T h . Note that [Z gc, t] = 1,
so by (ii), Z gc  Z(S)h , a contradiction to (iii). This shows (2).
In particular, by (iv), Z  T h and so, by (1), Z  Sh . Thus, the choice of h gives Z  N . By (i),
S = T 〈t〉 and t2 ∈ T . So [Z , T ] = 1 implies [Z , S] = [Z , t]  CZ (t)  Z(S). Hence, if Z(S)  T g then
Z(S) Z∗ and so [Z , Z∗] [Z , S] Z(S) Z∗ , contradicting Z  N . This proves
(3) Z(S)  T g .
Because of the maximality of |Z(S) ∩ T g |, properties (2) and (3) give now Z(S)  T h . Note that
Z(S)  Z ∩ N  Sh and so Sh = T h Z(S). Thus, Z ∩ N = Z(S)(Z ∩ N ∩ T h). Moreover as Z(S)  T h ,
(ii) and t ∈ Sh imply Z ∩ N ∩ T h  Z(S)h  CG(t). Therefore, Z ∩ N  CZ (t) = Z(S), and so Z ∩ N =
Z(S). Hence, for z ∈ Z\Z(S), we have z /∈ N and so [z, t] /∈ Z(S) ∩ T g . As [Z , t]  Z(S), this gives
[Z , t] ∩ T g = 1. Hence, |Z/Z(S)| = |Z/CZ (t)| = |[Z , t]| = |[Z , t]T g/T g |  |Z(S)/Z(S) ∩ T g |. Now the
maximality of |Z(S) ∩ T g | yields |Z/Z(S)|  |Z(S)/Z(S) ∩ T h| = |Sh/T h| = 2, a contradiction to (iii).
This proves the assertion. 
Corollary 8.4. Let S ∈ Syl2(G). Let T be a subgroup of S such that
(i) T is elementary abelian and |S : T | = 2.
(ii) |CT (S)|2 = |T |.
Then T is strongly closed in FS (G) or |T | = 4.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 8.3. 
Lemma 8.5. Let S ∈ Syl2(G), T  S and K  NG(T ) such that for Z := Z(T ) the following hold:
(i) |S : T | = 2 and |Z/CZ (S)| = 2.
(ii) |K | is odd and K acts irreducibly on Z/CZ (K ).
(iii) CZ (K ) ∩ CZ (S) = 1.
Then |Z | = 4.
Proof. Without loss of generality assume G = NG(Z). Set G = G/CG (Z). Then |S| = 2 and by Cayley’s
theorem there is a normal subgroup U of G such that |U | has odd order and G = SU . Set R := [S,U ].
If R = 1 then [K , S] = 1 and CZ (K ) is S-invariant. Hence, by (iii), CZ (K ) = 1 and by (ii), [Z , S] = 1,
a contradiction to (i). Thus 1 = R  R0 = 〈SU 〉. If O 2(R0) = 1 then S = O 2(R0) is normal in G and
R = 1, a contradiction. Thus, O 2(R0) = 1. With the theorem of Glauberman [KS, 9.3.7] it follows
from (i) that R0 ∼= S3 and |Z/CZ (R0)| = 4. In particular, for D := O p(R), |D| = 3, |[Z , D]| = |[Z , R]| =
4 and CZ (D) = CZ (R) = CZ (R0)  CZ (S). Since R is normal in G , K acts on R . So, as K has odd
order, [D, K ] = 1. Since C[Z ,D](S) = 1, (iii) yields [Z , D]  CZ (K ). As D acts irreducibly on [Z , D], we
have then [Z , D] ∩ CZ (K ) = 1 and so [CZ (K ), D] = 1. Hence, CZ (K )  CZ (D)  CZ (S) and by (iii),
CZ (K ) = 1. So, by (ii), Z = [Z , D] has order 4. 
We will refer to the following lemma which is elementary to check.
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(a) G ∼= D8 , G ∼= C4 × C2 , G ∼= D8 × C2 or G ∼= C4 ∗ D8 .
(b) There are subgroups V , K of G such that G = K  V , K = 1 is cyclic of order at most 4, V is elementary
abelian of order at most 23 and [V , K ] = 1.
Then Aut(G) is a 2-group.
Lemma 8.7. Suppose G ∼= L3(4) or Sp4(4). Let S ∈ Syl2(Aut(G)) and identify G with its group of inner auto-
morphisms. Let t ∈ S\G be a ﬁeld automorphism of G and CS (t) P < S. Then Aut(P ) is a 2-group.
Proof. Let Q ∈ A(S). Set T := NS(Q ) and Z := Z( J (S)). It follows from the structure of Aut(G)
that J (S) ∈ Sylp(G), T = J (S)〈t〉, |S/ J (S)| = 4 and S = J (S)CS (t). Furthermore, if G ∼= L3(4), we may
choose an involution s ∈ CS (t)\T such that [Z , s] = 1. If G ∼= Sp4(4), then it follows from [Car, Sec-
tion 12.3], that S/ J (S) is cyclic and we can pick s ∈ CS (t)\T such that s2 = t . In both cases, we
set
M := O p′(NG(Q )
)
, W := CQ (t) and Z0 := Z ∩ P .
By the structure of G , M/Q ∼= SL2(q), Q /CQ (M) is a natural SL2(q)-module, and in the case G ∼=
Sp4(q), Q is the 3-dimensional orthogonal module. Together with Lemma 5.9, this gives the following
property:
(1) For every x ∈ S\T , we have A(S) = {Q , Q x}, Z = Q ∩Q x = [Q , Q x], and every elementary abelian
subgroup of J (S) is contained in Q or Q x .
The structure of Aut(G) gives also CM(t)/W ∼= S3 and [W ,CM(t)] is a natural S3-module for
CM(t)/W . Furthermore,
(2) |Z(S)| = 2 and Z(S) = [W ,Ws].
In particular, if Q = (Q ∩ P )Z then Q s = (Q s ∩ P )Z and Z = [Q , Q s] P . Hence, Q  P and so
S = (Q Q s)CS (t) P , a contradiction. As |Q : (W Z)| = 2, this shows
(3) P ∩ Q = W Z0 and P ∩ Q s = WsZ0.
Assume now the assertion is wrong. Pick a non-trivial element α ∈ Aut(P ) of odd order. We show
next
(4) CS (t) < P .
Assume P = CS (t). Then Ω(Z(P ))  CS (W )  T and, by (1), Ω(Z(P )) ∩ J (S)  CZ (P ) = Z(S).
Hence, Ω(Z(P )) = Z(S)〈t〉. In particular, P/Ω(Z(P )) ∼= D8 if G ∼= L3(4), and P/Ω(Z(P )) ∼= D8 × C2
if G ∼= Sp4(4). Hence, Lemma 8.6 gives [P ,α]  Ω(Z(P )). Moreover, by (2), |Z(S)| = 2 and Z(S) =
[W ,Ws] P ′  J (S), so Z(S) = Ω(Z(P ))∩ P ′ . Coprime action shows now [P ,α] = 1, a contradiction.
Thus, (4) holds. We show next
(5) CZ (t) < Z0.
If Z0 = CZ (t) then (3), (4) and S = J (S)CS (t) imply J (S) = (P ∩ J (S))Q . Recall that Q /CQ (M)
is a natural SL2(4)-module for M/Q , J (S) ∈ Sylp(M) and Z/CQ (M) = CQ /CQ (M)( J (S)). Hence,[W , P ∩ J (S)]  P ∩ J (S)′ = P ∩ Z = Z0. Furthermore, as W  Z and J (S) = (P ∩ J (S))Q , also
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tradicting our assumption. Therefore, (5) holds. Since Ω(Z(P ))  CS (W )  T , (5) gives in particular
that Ω(Z(P )) J (S). Hence, (1) implies Ω(Z(P )) CZ (P ) = Z(S). So, by (2),
(6) Ω(Z(P )) = Z(S).
We show next
(7) Z0α = Z0.
Assume Z0α = Z0 and set P = P/Z0. Then J (S) ∩ P is elementary abelian of order at most 23.
For G ∼= Sp4(4) we get [P ,α] = 1 as an immediate consequence of Lemma 8.6. For G ∼= L3(4) note
that, by (5), CP (Z0) = ( J (S) ∩ P )〈s〉 has index 2 in P and, by Lemma 8.6, [CP (Z0),α] = 1. Hence, in
both cases [P ,α] = 1 and so coprime action gives [Z0,α] = 1. Now (6) yields G ∼= Sp4(4). Therefore,
CZ (t) = Z(Ω(P )) ∩ Z0 is α-invariant. Now, by (2) and (6), in the series
1 = Z(S) = Ω(Z(P )) CZ (t) CZ (t)[Z0, P ] Z0
every factor has order at most 2. Hence, [Z0,α] = 1, a contradiction. This shows (7). We prove next
(8) T = J (S)(Z0α) and [Z0, Z0α] = 1.
Note that Z0α is an elementary abelian normal subgroup of P . Hence, by (1), (Z0α) ∩ J (S)  Z0
and so, by (7), Z0α  J (S). Moreover, [P ∩ Q , Z0α] J (S)∩ (Z0α) Z0  P ∩ Q and so, again by (1),
Z0α  T as Q ∩ P  Z . This shows T = J (S)(Z0α) and (8) follows from (5).
Set now P∗ := P if G ∼= L3(4), and P∗ := Ω(P ) if G ∼= Sp4(4). We show next
(9) P∗ ∩ J (S) = C J (S)(t)Z0 and |Z0 : CZ (t)| = 2.
Set U := CP∗ (Z0) and observe that |P∗ : U | = 2. Hence, also |P∗ : (Uα)| = 2 and |(P∗ ∩ J (S)) :
( J (S) ∩ (Uα))|  2. By the structure of Aut(G), we have |C J (S)(u)|  |C J (S)(t)|, for every involution
u ∈ T\ J (S). Hence, by (8), | J (S) ∩ (Uα)| |C J (S)(t)|. Now (9) follows from (5). We show next
(10) G ∼= Sp4(4).
Assume G ∼= L3(4). Then, by (9), P = CS (t)Z . By (2) and (6), [Z(S),α] = 1. Observe
P := P/Z(S) = 〈W , s〉 × 〈t〉 × Z ∼= D8 × C2 × C2,
D := 〈Z , t〉 ∼= D8, and Z(P ) = P ′D ∼= C2 × C2 × C2. So P ′D is characteristic in P . Furthermore,
by (2), Z(S) = [W ,Ws]  P ′ , and so we have P ′ ∼= C4, D ∩ P ′ = Z(S) and P ′D ∼= C4 ∗ D8. Hence,
by Lemma 8.6, [P ′D,α] = 1. Moreover, P ′D = Z(P ) has index 2 in
〈
x ∈ P : o(x) = 4〉∼= C4 × C2 × C2
and hence, [P ,α] = 1. This shows (10). We show next
(11) CZ (t)α = CZ (t).
Note that, by (1) and (8), Z0 ∩ (Z0α) = (Z0α)∩ J (S) CZ (Z0α) = CZ (t) and |Z0/(Z0 ∩ (Z0α))| = 2.
Hence, by (5), Z0 ∩ (Z0α) = CZ (t). The same holds with α2 in place of α, so Z0 ∩ (Z0α2) = CZ (t).
Hence, CZ (t) (Z0α) ∩ (Z0α2) and, as |CZ (t)| = |(Z0α) ∩ (Z0α2)|, we have CZ (t) = (Z0α) ∩ (Z0α2) =
(Z0 ∩ (Z0α))α = CZ (t)α. This shows (11).
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Aut( Pˆ ) is a 2-group and (11) implies [P ,α] = 1, a contradiction. Therefore, | ̂P ∩ J (S)|  24 and so,
by (9), (P ∩ J (S))Q = J (S). Hence, [W , P ∩ J (S)]  CZ (t) and, again by (9), Z0 = (P ′ ∩ Z)CZ (t).
As P ′  J (S) it follows from (1) that Ω(Z(P ′)) = Z ∩ P ′ . Now (11) yields a contradiction to (7). 
Lemma 8.8. Assume Hypothesis 8.1. Then |Q | q3 .
Proof. By Hypothesis 8.1(iii), we can choose t ∈ NS(T )\T such that t2 ∈ T , and have then U :=
CQ (M) ∩ CQ (M)t = 1. So, as Q /CQ (M) is a natural SL2(q)-module for M/Q ,
∣∣CQ (M)
∣∣= ∣∣CQ (M)t/U
∣∣= ∣∣CQ (M)tCQ (M)/CQ (M)
∣∣ ∣∣Z( J (T ))/CQ (M)
∣∣ q
and |Q | q3. 
Lemma 8.9. Assume Hypothesis 8.1. If q > 2 or |Q | > 4 then J (T ) = J (S) and |S : T | = 2.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.10(b), (c). 
In the next proof and throughout this section we will use the well-known fact that a 2-group S is
dihedral or semidihedral if it contains a subgroup V such that V ∼= C2 × C2 and CS (V ) V .
Lemma 8.10. Assume Hypothesis 8.1 and T = J (T ). Let |Q | > 4 and P ∈ F\({T } ∪ Q F ) be essential in F .
Then the following hold:
(a) P  T and P ∩ T is not A(P )-invariant.
(b) Ω(Z(P )) ∩ T = Z(S).
(c) P is not elementary abelian.
(d) If Z(S) is A(P )-invariant then Z(T ) P .
Proof. Recall that by Lemma 8.9, |S : T | = 2. Let t ∈ S\T . Assume P ∩ T is A(P )-invariant. If P  T
then, as P is centric, Z(T ) < P . Since P is centric, Q is abelian and P /∈ Q F , we have P  Q and
P  Q t . So by Lemma 5.9, Ω(Z(P ))  CQ (P ) = CQ t (P ) = Z(T ). Thus, Z(T ) = Ω(Z(P )) is A(P )-
invariant. If P  T then we may take t ∈ P , so again by Lemma 5.9, Ω(Z(P ∩ T )) = Z(T ) ∩ P . So
in any case, Z(T ) ∩ P is A(P )-invariant. Set X := 〈(T P )A(P )〉. As T is normal in S , [P ,NT (P )] P ∩ T ,
so as P ∩ T is A(P )-invariant, [P , X]  P ∩ T . Then [P ∩ T ,NT (P )]  P ∩ [T , T ] = Z(T ) ∩ P , so as
Z(T ) ∩ P is A(P )-invariant, [P ∩ T , X] Z(T ) ∩ P . Similarly, [Z(T ) ∩ P , X] = 1. Hence, X is a normal
2-subgroup of A(P ). Since P is essential, this yields T P  X  Inn(P ) and T  P , a contradiction to
P = T . This shows (a). In particular, S = T P and, by Lemma 5.9, Ω(Z(P )) ∩ T  Z(S). Since P is
centric and Z(S) is elementary abelian, this shows (b).
For the proof of (d) assume that Z(S) is A(P )-invariant. As |S : T | = 2, S acts quadratically on Z(T )
and so [Z(T ), P ]  Z(S). Hence, [P , Y ]  Z(S) and [Z(S), Y ] = 1 for Y := 〈(Z(T )P )A(P )〉. Therefore,
Y is a normal 2-subgroup of A(P ) and, as P is essential, we get Y  Inn(P ) and Z(T )  P . This
shows (d).
Assume now P is elementary abelian. Since |Q | > 4, S is not dihedral or semidihedral and hence,
(1) |P | > 4.
By (b), P ∩ T = Z(S). Hence,
(2) |P/CP (S P )| = |P/Z(S)| = 2.
Moreover, by Hypothesis 8.1(iii), P ∩ CQ (M) = 1. Thus, |P ∩ T | q and so |P | 2 · q. In particular,
by (1),
(3) q > 2.
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that S P ∩ S Pφ∗ = 1. Set L = 〈S P , S Pφ∗〉. Then, by (2), P := P/CP (L) has order 4 and L/CL(P ) ∼= S3.
Observe that CL(P ) is a normal 2-subgroup of L and thus contained in S P ∩ S Pφ∗ = 1. Hence, L ∼= S3
and |NS(P ) : P | = |S P | = 2. As [Z(T ), P ]  Z(S), we have Z(T )  NS (P ). Therefore, |Z(T )/Z(S)| =
|Z(T )/Z(T ) ∩ P |  2. As |S : T | = 2 and T = Q Q t , q = |CT /Z(T )(S)|. Thus, if Z(T ) = Z(S) then q =
|CT /Z(S)(S)| |NT (P )/Z(S)|  2, a contradiction to (3). Hence, |Z(T )/Z(S)| = 2. So by (3), G = G(T )
fulﬁlls the hypothesis of Lemma 8.5, for a subgroup K of NG(T )(Q ) such that |K | = q−1 and AutK (Q )
is a Cartan subgroup of AutM(Q ). Hence, Lemma 8.5 yields q  |Z(T )| = 4. Thus, |Z(S)| = 2 and (2)
yields a contradiction to (1). This shows (c). 
8.2. The case q = 2
Throughout this section assume Hypothesis 8.1 and q = 2. Note that T /Q embeds into Aut(M/Q ) ∼=
Aut(SL2(q)) and, by Lemma 5.9, J (T ) ∈ Syl2(M). Therefore, T = J (T ) ∈ Syl2(M).
Lemma 8.11. Assume |Q | = 4 and let P be essential in F . If P is not a fours group, then P is quaternion of
order 8, A(P ) = Aut(P ), and S is semidihedral of order 16.
Proof. It follows from |Q | = 4 that S is dihedral or semidihedral. Let X  S be cyclic of index 2.
As Aut(P ) is not a 2-group, P  X and P ∩ X is not characteristic in P . Assume now P is not
a fours group. Then |P ∩ X | = 4, S is semidihedral, P is quaternion of order 8, Z(P ) = Z(S) and
A(P ) = Aut(P ) ∼= S4. In particular, NF (P ) is a subsystem of N := NF (Z(S)) and P is essential in N .
By Hypothesis 8.1, N is constrained and so Z(S) < O p(N ). Now it follows from Lemma 2.14 that
P = O p(N ). In particular, P is normal in S and thus S has order 16. 
Lemma 8.12. Assume |Q | = 4. Then there exists a ﬁnite group G such that S ∈ Sylp(G), F ∼= FS (G) and one
of the following holds:
(a) S is dihedral and G ∼= PGL2(r) or L2(r) for an odd prime power r.
(b) S is semidihedral and, for some odd prime power r, G is an extension of L2(r2) by an automorphism of
order 2.
(c) S is semidihedral or order 16 and G ∼= L3(3).
Proof. Recall that S is dihedral or semidihedral. Note that A(S) = Inn(S) since S has no automor-
phisms of odd order. By Lemma 8.11, A(P ) = Aut(P ) for every essential subgroup P of F , and either
every essential subgroup of F is a fours group, or S is semidihedral of order 16 and the only essential
subgroup of S that is not a fours group is the quaternion subgroup of S of order 8. If S is dihedral
then there are two conjugacy classes of subgroups of S that are fours groups, and they are conjugate
under Aut(S). By Remark 2.16, if F has only one conjugacy class of essential subgroups then F is iso-
morphic to the 2-fusion system of PGL2(r), and if F has two conjugacy classes of essential subgroups
then F is isomorphic to the 2-fusion system of L2(r), in both cases for some odd prime power r.
Let now S be semidihedral. Then S has only one conjugacy class of fours groups. Recall that there is
always an odd prime power r and an extension H of L2(r2) by an automorphism of order 2 that has
semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of order |S|. If the fours groups are the only essential subgroups in
F then it follows from Remark 2.16 that F is isomorphic to the 2-fusion system of H . Otherwise, it
follows from the above and Remark 2.16 that F is isomorphic to the 2-fusion system of L3(3). 
Lemma 8.13. Assume |Q | > 4.
(a) |Q | = 8, M = G(Q ) ∼= S4 × C2 and Z(S) = Φ(T ) [Q ,M].
(b) Let u ∈ [Q ,M]\Z(S) and 1 = c ∈ CQ (M). Then there exists an element y ∈ S\T of order 8 such that
yu = y−1 , yc = y5 and S = 〈c,u〉  〈y〉. In particular, S is uniquely determined up to isomorphism.
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and so |Φ(T )| = 2. Now Hypothesis 8.1(iii) implies Z(S) = Φ(T ). In particular, Z(S)  [Q ,M]. This
shows (a).
Recall that by Lemma 8.9, |S : T | = 2. Set S = S/Z(T ) and C = CQ (M). Note that T is elementary
abelian, and S is non-abelian, since Q is not normal in S . In particular, there exists an element y ∈
S\T such that y has order 4. Then y4 ∈ Z(T ), and S = T 〈y〉 implies y4 ∈ Z(S). If y4 = 1 then y2 ∈ T
is an involution and, by Lemma 5.9, y2 = (y2)y ∈ Q ∩ Q y = Z(T ), so y has order 2, a contradiction.
Therefore, y4 is an involution and y has order 8.
Since Z(T ) is normal in S and [Z(T ), y2] = 1, y acts quadratically on Z(T ). Hence, [C, y] 
[Z(T ), y] CZ(T )(y) = Z(S) = 〈y4〉, so 〈y〉 is normalized by C . By Hypothesis 8.1(iii), [C, y] = 1. Now
[y2,C] = 1 implies yc = y5. Set N := 〈y〉C . Observe that 〈y〉 and 〈yc〉 are the only cyclic subgroups
of N of order 8. Moreover, |S : N| = 2 and so N is normal in S . Hence, u acts on N and either nor-
malizes 〈y〉 or swaps 〈y〉 and 〈yc〉.
Assume ﬁrst yu ∈ 〈yc〉 = 〈y2〉 ∪ 〈y2〉yc. Since yu /∈ T , yu = yic for some i ∈ {1,3,5,7}. Then y2 =
(y2)u = (yu)2 = (yic)2 = yi(yi)c = yi(yc)i = yi y5i = y6i implies i ∈ {1,5}. Hence, [y,u] = y−1 yu ∈
〈y4〉c = Z(S)c  Q and Q is normalized by y, a contradiction. Thus, 〈y〉 is normal in S and S is the
semidirect product of 〈c,u〉 and 〈y〉. Since [y2,u] = 1, yu ∈ {y−1, y3}. If yu = y3 then (yc)u = y3c =
(yc)−1 and (yc)c = y5c = (yy5)2 yc = (yyc)2 yc = (yc)5, so we may in this case replace y by yc and
assume yu = y−1. This shows (b). 
Lemma 8.14. Assume |Q | > 4. Then there exists a ﬁnite group G such that S ∈ Sylp(G), F ∼= FS(G) and
G ∼= Aut(A6) or Aut(L3(3)).
Proof. Let G be a ﬁnite group isomorphic to Aut(A6) or L3(3), Sˆ ∈ Syl2(G), Qˆ ∈ A( Sˆ) and Fˆ = F Sˆ(G).
Then by the structure of G , Qˆ is essential in Fˆ and Mˆ := NG(Qˆ ) ∼= C2 × S4. By Lemma 8.13, there is
a group isomorphism α : S → Sˆ such that Q α = Qˆ and [Q ,M]α = [Qˆ , Mˆ]. This implies α−1A(Q )α =
AutFˆ (Q α).
Assume ﬁrst G ∼= Aut(A6) and observe that Qˆ Fˆ is the only essential class in Fˆ . Therefore, if Q F
is the only essential class in F , then it follows from Remark 2.16 that F ∼= Fˆ .
Therefore, we may assume from now on that there is an essential subgroup P ∈ F\Q F . By
Lemma 5.9, |A(T )| = 2 and Q ∈ A(T ). Hence, every automorphism of T of odd order normalizes Q .
Thus, Lemma 8.13(a) implies that AutF (T ) is a 2-group and thus P = T . Therefore, it follows from
Lemma 8.10 that P  T and P is not elementary abelian. In particular, as |S : T | = 2 by Lemma 8.9,
we have S = T P . We ﬁrst show
(1) Z(T ) P .
By Lemma 8.10(d), it is suﬃcient to show that Z(S) = Ω(Z(P )). By Lemma 8.10(b), we may assume
that Ω(Z(P ))  T . As P is not elementary abelian and |S : T | = 2, P ∩ T  Z(S). By Lemma 5.9, we
have Q ∩ P  CQ (Ω(Z(P ))) = Z(S). So |P ∩ T | = 4 and P is dihedral of order 8. Then A(P ) is 2-group
contradicting P being essential. This shows (1).
By Lemma 8.13, we can choose y ∈ S\T , 1 = c ∈ CQ (M) and u ∈ [Q ,M]\Z(S) such that o(y) = 8,
yc = y5 and yu = y−1. Since A(P ) is not a 2-group, P is not dihedral of order 8 and so P ∩ T =
Z(T ). By (1), Z(T )  P . If Q  P then, as P  T , T = J (T )  P and S = P , a contradiction. Hence,
|P ∩ T | = 8, Ω(P ∩ T ) = Z(T ), and there is an element of order 4 in P ∩ T . As T = 〈y2, c,u〉 ∼= D8 ×C2,
this gives
P ∩ T = Z(T )〈y2〉= 〈c, y2〉= 〈y2, y2c〉= 〈a ∈ T : o(a) = 4〉.
By Lemma 8.10(a), P ∩ T is not A(P )-invariant. So, as the elements in P ∩ T have order at most 4,
there is an element x ∈ P\T of order at most 4. As |P/(P ∩ T )| = 2 we have P = (P ∩ T )〈x〉. Moreover,
by Lemma 5.9, x2 ∈ Z(T ). So Z(T )〈x〉 is dihedral of order 8 and we may assume o(x) = 4. Set t := uc
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elements of the form yit for some odd integer i. Hence, P = 〈y2, c, yt〉 and we may assume x = yt .
Moreover, this shows
(2) P = 〈a ∈ S: o(a) = 4〉.
In particular, the arbitrary choice of P yields
(3) P is the only essential subgroup of F in F\Q F .
Note that (y2c)x = (y2cy)t = (yycc)t = (y6c)t = y2c and so [x, y2c] = 1. Moreover, as [y2, c] = 1
and [y2, t] = 1, we have [y2c, y2] = 1 and [y2, x] = 1. Also observe o(y4) = 2, (y2c)2 = y4 = (y2)2
and x2 = yyt = y4. Hence, 〈y2, x〉 ∼= Q 8 and P = 〈y2, x〉〈y2c〉 ∼= Q 8 ∗C4. In particular, Aut(P )/ Inn(P ) ∼=
S3 × C2 and, as A(P )/ Inn(P ) has a strongly 2-embedded subgroup, the following property holds:
(4) P ∼= Q 8 ∗ C4, A(P ) = O 2(Aut(P ))S P and A(P )/ Inn(P ) ∼= S3.
Let now G , Sˆ , Qˆ , Fˆ and α be as above and assume G ∼= Aut(L3(3)). Then Hypothesis 8.1 is fulﬁlled
with Fˆ in place of F . Moreover,
Pˆ = 〈a ∈ Sˆ: o(a) = 4〉∼= Q 8 ∗ C4
is essential in Fˆ . So (3) and (4) applied to Fˆ instead of F give that AutFˆ ( Pˆ ) = O 2(Aut( Pˆ )) Sˆ Pˆ , and Pˆ
is the only essential subgroup of Fˆ in Fˆ\Qˆ Fˆ . It follows from (2) and (3) that P is the only essential
subgroup of F in F\Q F , and that Pα = Pˆ . By (4), α−1A(P )α = AutFˆ (Pα) and so by Remark 2.16,
α is an isomorphism from F to Fˆ . This shows the assertion. 
8.3. The case q 4
Throughout this section assume Hypothesis 8.1 and q 4.
Set G1 = G( J (T )), G2 = G(Q ), M = J (G2) and F0 := 〈NF ( J (T )),NF (Q )〉.
We will use from now on without reference that, by Lemma 5.9 and Lemma 8.9, J (S) = J (T ) ∈
Syl2(M) and |S/T | = 2. In particular, NF ( J (T )) is parabolic, so by Hypothesis 8.1, NF ( J (T )) is con-
strained and G1 is well deﬁned. Moreover, F0 is a fusion system on S , and S ∈ Syl2(G1).
Lemma 8.15. There is an isomorphism φ from NG1 (Q ) to NG2 ( J (T )) such that φ is the identity on T .
If X = G1 ∗NG1 (Q ) G2 is the free amalgamated product with respect to A = (G1,G2,NG1(Q ), id, φ), thenF0 = 〈FS (G1),FS (G2)〉 = FS(X).
Proof. Observe that N := FT (NG1 (Q )) = NNF ( J (T ))(Q ) = NNF (Q )( J (T )) = FT (NG2 ( J (T ))). Also note
that, as Q is fully normalized in F , Q is fully normalized in NF ( J (T )), so N is saturated. More-
over, NG2 ( J (T )) has characteristic 2, since G2 has characteristic 2. Let x ∈ CG1 ( J (T )) be of odd order.
As |S : T | = 2 and T / J (T ) is cyclic, we have [O 2(G1), x] = [O 2(G1), x, x]  [ J (T ) ∩ O 2(G1), x] = 1.
Hence, x CG1 (O 2(G1)) O 2(G1) and x = 1. This proves CG1 ( J (T )) O 2(G1), and NG1(Q ) has char-
acteristic 2. Therefore, NG1 (Q ) and NG2 ( J (T )) are models for N . Hence, by Theorem 2.6, there exists
an isomorphism φ between these two groups that is the identity on T . Now the assertion follows
from Theorem 7.2 and the deﬁnitions of G1, G2 and F0. 
Lemma 8.16. There exists a ﬁnite group G with S ∈ Syl2(G) such that F0 = FS (G) and F ∗(G) ∼= L3(q) or
Sp4(q).
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N ∩ G1 = 1 = N ∩ G2, X := X/N is ﬁnite, S ∈ Syl2(X), and F ∗(X) ∼= L3(q) or Sp4(q). It is elementary to
check that the natural epimorphism from S to S is an isomorphism from F0 to a subsystem F1 of
FS (X) containing FS(G1) and FS(G2). By the structure of Aut(F ∗(X)), FS (X) is generated by FS(G1)
and FS (G2). This implies F1 = FS(X) and thus the assertion. 
Lemma 8.17. T = J (T ) = J (S).
Proof. Set Z := Z( J (S)) and let G be a ﬁnite group such that S ∈ Syl2(G), F0 = FS(G) and F ∗(G) ∼=
L3(q) or Sp4(q). Note that G exists by 8.16. By the structure of Aut(L3(q)) respectively Aut(Sp4(q)) and
by Lemma 5.9, the following properties hold:
(1) J (S) = J (T ) ∈ Syl2(F ∗(G)), and NS (P ) = T for all P ∈ A(S).
(2) A(S) = {Q , Q x} and Q ∩ Q x = Z for all x ∈ S\T .
(3) Every elementary abelian subgroup of J (T ) is contained in an element of A(S).
Assume the assertion is wrong. Then we can pick t ∈ T\ J (T ) corresponding to a ﬁeld automor-
phism of F ∗(G). In particular, there is q0 ∈ N such that q20 = q and CF ∗(G)(t) ∼= L3(q0) or Sp4(q0).
If F ∗(G) ∼= L3(q) then, by the structure of Aut(L3(q)), S = CS (t) J (T ). If F ∗(G) ∼= Sp4(q) then, by [Car,
Section 12.3], we can choose s ∈ S\T such that S = J (S)〈s〉, J (S) ∩ 〈s〉 = 1 and t ∈ 〈s〉. In both cases,
set
W := CQ (t), L := O p′
(
NF ∗(G)(W ) ∩ CF ∗(G)(t)
)
and L∗ := L(CS(t) ∩ NS(W )).
The structure of Aut(L3(q)), Aut(Sp4(q)), L3(q0) and Sp4(q0) gives also the following properties:
(4) L/W ∼= SL2(q0), and W /CW (L) is a natural SL2(q0)-module for L/W .
(5) CS (W ) ∩ CS (t) = W 〈t〉 and L∗/CL∗ (W ) embeds into the automorphism group of
LCL∗(W )/CL∗(W ) ∼= L/W ∼= SL2(q0).
In particular, O 2(L∗/CL∗ (W )) = 1.
(6) Z(S) ∩ CW (L) = 1.
(7) |CA(x)| |W | for every A ∈ A(T ) and every x ∈ T\ J (T ).
(8) For every involution u ∈ T\ J (T ) we have |C J (T )(u)| |C J (T )(t)|.
Let R ∈ A(T )\{Q } and set Wˆ := CR(t). Note that the situation is symmetric in Q and R . Moreover,
C J(S)(t) = WWˆ and A(C J (S)(t)) = {W , Wˆ }. Hence, (4) and Lemma 5.8 give
(9) |W /W ∩Wˆ | = |Wˆ /W ∩Wˆ | = q0, W ∩Wˆ = CW (Wˆ ) = CW (a) = CWˆ (W ) = CWˆ (b) for all a ∈ Wˆ \W ,
b ∈ W \Wˆ .
We show next
(10) 〈t〉 is not fully centralized.
Assume (10) is wrong. Then by Hypothesis 8.1(iv), C := CF (〈t〉) is constrained. Set C := O 2(C)
and F := NC (W ). Observe that every element of AutC(W ) extends to an element of AutC(W F )
and hence, by Remark 2.4(a), (W F )W is normal in AutC(W ). In particular, (W F )W is normal in
AutL∗(W ) ∼= L∗/CL∗ (W ). So, by (5), C ∩ T  F  CS (W ) ∩ CS (t) = 〈t〉W and C ∩ T = 〈t〉(W ∩ C). Since
the situation is symmetric in Q and R , we get also C ∩ T = 〈t〉(Wˆ ∩ C) and thus, (W ∩ C)CW (L) < W .
Hence, as W /CW (L) is an irreducible L-module, W ∩ C  CW (L). Therefore, since C is constrained,
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CS (t) is contained in an essential subgroup of F . Moreover, if q = 4 then S is isomorphic to a Sylow
2-subgroup of Aut(F ∗(G)). Therefore, Lemma 8.7 gives
(11) q > 4.
In particular, q0 > 2. Therefore, the structure of L3(q0) and Sp4(q0) gives
(12) [W , Wˆ ] = W ∩ Wˆ .
By Lemma 2.5, we can choose φ ∈ MorF (CS (t), S) such that 〈tφ〉 is fully centralized. We set
W1 := W 〈t〉 and Wˆ1 := Wˆ 〈t〉.
Note that W1 and Wˆ1 are elementary abelian. We show next
(13) |W1φ/W1φ ∩ J (T )| 2 and |Wˆ1φ/Wˆ1 ∩ J (T )| 2.
If F ∗(G) ∼= Sp4(q) then S/ J (T ) is cyclic and hence (13) holds, as W1φ is elementary abelian. Thus,
we may assume F ∗(G) ∼= L3(q) and |W1φ/W1φ∩ J (T )| = 4. Then, as T / J (T ) is cyclic, t ∈ J (T )(W1φ∩
T ) and W1φ  T . Hence, by (2) and (3), we have W1φ ∩ J (T ) CZ (t) = W ∩ Wˆ . Therefore, 2 · q20 =
|W1φ| 4 · |W ∩ Wˆ | = 4 · q0 and q0  2, a contradiction to (11). As the situation is symmetric in W
and Wˆ , this shows (13).
(14) W1φ  T and Wˆ1φ  T .
Assume W1φ  T . Then, by Lemma 5.9, Wφ∩ J (T ) Z( J (T )) and so [Wφ∩ J (T ), Wˆφ∩ J (T )] = 1.
Now (9) and (13) yield q0 = 2, a contradiction to (11). As the situation is symmetric in W and Wˆ ,
this shows (14).
(15) tφ ∈ Z( J (T )).
By (14), tφ ∈ T . Hence, as S = J (T )CS (t) and tφ is fully centralized, it follows from (8) and (10)
that tφ ∈ J (T ). Suppose now (15) is wrong. Then (2) and (3) imply tφ ∈ P\Z( J (T )) for some P ∈ A(T )
and CS (tφ) = CT (tφ). Moreover, by Lemma 5.6(a), C J (T )(tφ) = P . Hence, by (13), |Wφ/Wφ ∩ P | 2
and |Wˆφ/Wˆφ∩ P | 2. As [Wφ∩ P , Wˆφ ∩ P ] = 1, it follows now from (9) that q0 = 2, a contradiction
to (11). Hence, (15) holds.
(16) Wφ  J (T ) and Wˆφ  J (T ).
By (14), Wφ  T . By (9), (11) and (13), [Wφ ∩ J (T ), Wˆφ ∩ J (T )] = 1. So, by (3), there are
P1, P2 ∈ A(T ) such that P1 = P2, Wφ ∩ J (T )  P1 and Wˆφ ∩ J (T )  P2. As, by (12), Wφ ∩ Wˆφ =
[Wφ, Wˆφ]  J (T ), this implies Wφ ∩ Wˆφ  P1 ∩ P2 = Z . Assume Wφ  J (T ). Then t ∈ (Wφ) J (T )
and, by (15), 〈tφ〉(Wφ ∩ Wˆφ)  CZ (t) = W ∩ Wˆ , a contradiction. Hence, Wφ  J (T ) and, as the
situation is symmetric in W and Wˆ , property (16) holds.
(17) Let W1φ  B ∈ A(T ). Then W1φ is fully centralized and CS (W1φ) = B .
By Lemma 2.5, we can choose ψ ∈ MorF (NS (W1φ), S) such that W˙1 := W1φψ is fully nor-
malized. Note B  CS (W1φ) and W˙1  Bψ ∈ A(S) = A(T ) and, by (1), T = NS(Bψ). Let F :=
CS (W˙1) ∩ NS(Bψ). Then W˙1  CBψ(F ) and so |CBψ(F )|  |W1| > |W |. Thus, by (7), F  T . Assume
now Bψ < F . Then Wφψ  W˙1  CBψ(F ) = Z . Note that (Wˆφ)B  NS(W1φ) and, by (1) and (14),
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As Wφψ  Z , this yields
∣∣Wˆ /CWˆ (W )
∣∣= ∣∣(Wˆφψ)/CWˆφψ(Wφψ)
∣∣ 2,
a contradiction to (9) and (11). This shows F = Bψ . Thus, CS (W˙1) = Bψ and (17) holds.
We now derive the ﬁnal contradiction. Set L1 := AutL(W1). Then [t, L1] = 1, L1  A(W1) and, by
(4), L1 ∼= SL2(q0). So L2 := L1φ∗ ∼= SL2(q0) and [tφ, L2] = 1. By (15), (16) and (3), there are B, Bˆ ∈ A(T )
such that W1φ  B and Wˆ1φ  Bˆ . Set E := O p′ (AutF ∗(G)(B)) and Eˆ := O p′ (AutF ∗(G)(Bˆ)). Note that
B = Bˆ and B, Bˆ are conjugate to Q . Hence, it follows from Hypothesis 8.1(iii) that CB(E) ∩ CBˆ(Eˆ) = 1.
In particular, either tφ  CB(E) or tφ  CBˆ(Eˆ). As the situation is symmetric in W and Wˆ , we may
assume
tφ /∈ CB(E).
By (17), W1φ is fully centralized and CS (W1φ) = B . Hence, by the saturation properties, every ele-
ment of L2 extends to an element of A(B). So, for
X := {φ ∈ A(B): φ|W1φ,W1φ ∈ L2
}
,
we have X/CX (W1φ) ∼= L2 ∼= SL2(q0) and [tφ, X] = 1. Note that E ∼= SL2(q), and B/CB(E) is a natural
SL2(q)-module for E . As B is conjugate to Q in S , by Hypothesis 8.1, E is a normal subgroup of A(B)
and SB embeds into Aut(E). By Lemma 5.6(d), every element of E of odd order acts ﬁxed point freely
on B/CB(E). Therefore, as [tφ, X] = 1 and tφ /∈ CB(E), X ∩ E is a normal p-subgroup of X . Hence, as
O p(SL2(q0)) = 1, we have X ∩ E  CX (W1φ). Since SB embeds into Aut(E), A(B)/E has cyclic Sylow
2-subgroups. In particular, X/CX (W1φ) ∼= SL2(q0) has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. This gives q0 = 2,
a contradiction to (11). 
Lemma 8.18. There is a ﬁnite group G such that S ∈ Sylp(G),F0 = FS(G), F ∗(G) ∼= L3(q) or Sp4(q), |O 2(G) :
F ∗(G)| is odd and |G : O 2(G)| = 2. Furthermore, if F ∗(G) ∼= Sp4(q) then q = 2e where e ∈ N is odd.
Proof. By Lemma 8.16, there is a ﬁnite group G such that S ∈ Sylp(G), F0 = FS (G), and F ∗(G) ∼= L3(q)
or Sp4(q). By Lemma 8.17 and the structure of Aut(F
∗(G)), no element of G induces a ﬁeld auto-
morphism of F ∗(G) of even order. So |G : O 2(G)| = 2 and |O 2(G) : F ∗(G)| is odd. If q = 2e then
Aut(Sp4(q))/ Inn(Sp4(q)) is cyclic of order 2e and generated by the image of any graph automorphism
of Sp4(q). Hence, as any element of S\T induces a graph automorphism F ∗(G), this implies the asser-
tion. 
Lemma 8.19. Let F = F0 . Then q = |Z(T )| = 4.
Proof. We will use throughout the proof that, by Lemma 8.17, T = J (T ). Set Z := Z(T ) and assume
|Z | > 4. As F = F0 it follows from Theorem 2.13 that there is an essential subgroup P of F such that
P /∈ {T } ∪ Q F . Recall that, by Lemma 8.10(a), P  T and there is t ∈ P\T such that tφ ∈ T for some
φ ∈ A(P ). By Corollary 8.4, applied to G(Z)/Z in place of G , we have
(1) T is strongly closed in NF (Z).
We show next
(2) Z = Z(S).
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elementary abelian, a contradiction to Lemma 8.10(c). Hence, by Lemma 8.10(b), Ω(Z(P )) = Z(S), so
Z = Z(S) is A(P )-invariant. This is a contradiction to Lemma 8.10(a) and (1), so (2) holds. We show
next
(3) |Z/Z(S)| > 2.
Assume (3) is wrong, then by (2), |Z/Z(S)| = 2. Take K to be a subgroup of G1 = G(T ) such that
K ∼= Cq−1 and AutK (Q ) is a Cartan subgroup of AutM(Q ). Then Lemma 8.5, applied with G1 in place
of G , yields |Z | = 4. As this contradicts our assumption, (3) holds.
Recall that by Lemma 8.10(c), P is not elementary abelian, i.e. P0 := Ω(CΦ(P )(P )) = 1. Observe
that, by Lemma 8.10(b), P0  Z(S), so NF (P0) is parabolic and by assumption constrained. Thus, we
may set
G := G(P0).
As P0 is characteristic in P , A(P ) NF (P0) = FS(G). Hence, there is g ∈ G such that t ∈ T g . Thus, by
Lemma 8.3, there exists h ∈ G such that Z〈t〉 T h . By Lemma 5.9, there is B ∈ A(Sh) such that Z  B .
Observe that t ∈ T h = NSh (B) and B〈t〉 NG(Z). In particular, there is x ∈ NG(Z) such that B〈t〉 Sx .
Then t ∈ NSx (B) = T x , a contradiction to (1). This shows the assertion. 
Lemma 8.20. Let F = F0 . Then F ∼= FS(G) for a group G with G ∼= J3 and S ∈ Syl2(G).
Proof. We will use frequently that, by Lemma 8.17, T = J (T ) ∈ Sylp(M). Set
Z := Z(T ), R := [S, S] and S := S/Z .
By Lemma 8.19 we have q = |Z | = 4. It follows from Theorem 2.13 that there is an essential subgroup
P of F such that P = T and P /∈ Q F ∪ {T }. Recall that by Lemma 8.10(a), P  T . Let t ∈ P\T of
minimal order. We will use frequently that, by Lemma 5.9, A(T ) = {Q , Q t}, every elementary abelian
subgroup of T is contained in Q or Q t , and Z = Q ∩ Q t . We show ﬁrst
(1) Z(S) is A(P )-invariant.
If Ω(Z(P ))  T then Ω(Z(P )) = Z(S). Thus we may assume Ω(Z(P ))  T . If Z = Z(S) then, by
Lemma 5.10(d), CT (z) = Z(S) for every involution z ∈ S\T . Hence, P ∩ T = CT (Ω(Z(P ))) = Z(S) and
P is elementary abelian, contradicting Lemma 8.10(c). Thus, Z = Z(S) and |Z(S)| = 2. As P is not
elementary abelian and P = (P ∩ T )Ω(Z(P )), we have 1 = Φ(P ) = Φ(P ∩ T )Φ(T ) ∩ C(Ω(Z(P ))) =
CZ (Ω(Z(P ))) = Z(S). Hence, Z(S) = Φ(P ) and (1) holds. Thus, by Lemma 8.10(d), we have
(2) Z  P .
Set now
R0 = O p
(
NF (Z)
)
.
We show next
(3) |(R0 ∩ T )/Z | = 4 or T  R0.
Assume T  R0. As NF (Z) is by assumption constrained, we have then Z < R0. So, if Z = R0 ∩ T
then R0  T and [Q , S] [T , T R0] [T , T ](R0 ∩ T ) = Z , a contradiction to Q not being normal in S .
Hence, Z < R0 ∩ T and (3) follows from R0 ∩ T being A(T )-invariant.
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Assume Z is A(P )-invariant. Then P is essential in NF (Z). So by Lemma 2.14, R0  P and R0
is A(P )-invariant. If Z(S) < Z then, by (1), [Z , O p(A(P ))] = 1. If Z = Z(S) then [Z , O p′ (A(P ))] =
[Z , 〈S A(P )P 〉] = 1. So, in any case, [Z , O p(O p
′
(A(P )))] = 1. Hence, as A(P ) is not p-closed,
[P , O p(O p′ (A(P )))] = 1. As P ∩ T is not A(P )-invariant and elementary abelian, there is an invo-
lution in P\P ∩ T . Moreover, P ∩ T has order at most 23. Hence, by Lemma 8.6, [P ∩ T , P ] = 1. Thus,
P is elementary abelian and P ∩ T  CT (P ) = R . Now, by (3), R0 ∩ T = P ∩ T = R . As P ∩ T is not
A(P )-invariant, this implies R0 = P . In particular, P is normal in S and |S P / Inn(P )| = |S/P | = 4.
On the other hand, |P/CP (S P )|  2 and, as P is essential, we may choose φ ∈ A(P ) such that
S P ∩ S Pφ∗ = Inn(P ). Set Y := 〈S P , S Pφ∗〉. Then Pˆ = P/CP (Y ) has order 4 and Y /C ∼= S3 for C = CY ( Pˆ ).
Since Y  O p′(A(Q )) and [Z , O p(O p′ (A(P )))] = 1, we have [P , O p(C)] = 1 and C is a normal 2-
subgroup of Y . Thus, C  S P ∩ S Pφ∗ = Inn(P ) and |S P / Inn(P )|  2, a contradiction. Hence, Z is not
A(P )-invariant and (4) follows from (1). We show next
(5) |S : P | > 2.
Assume |S : P | = 2. Then |T : (T ∩ P )| = 2. As T = 〈Q P 〉  P , we have Q  P and so |Q ∩ P | = 8.
Observe now
J (P ∩ T ) = 〈(Q ∩ P ), (Q t ∩ P)〉.
If J (P ) = J (P ∩ T ) then, by Lemma 5.9, Z = Z( J (P )), a contradiction to (4). Thus, J (P )  T . Let
A ∈ A(P ) such that A  T . Then 8 = |Q ∩ P |  |A| = 2 · |A ∩ T | and, by Lemma 5.9, A ∩ T  Z(S).
Hence, |Z(S)| 4 and Z(S) = Z , again a contradiction to (4). This shows (5).
(6) R = P ∩ T .
Set R1 = O p(NF (Z(S))). By (1) and Lemma 2.14, R1  P and R1 is A(P )-invariant. If R1  T then
by (4) and Lemma 8.10(a), Z < R1 < P ∩ T . So, by (5), |R1| = 2. Since R1 is normal in S it follows
that R1 is not elementary abelian. Hence, Ω(R1) = Z , a contradiction to (4). Therefore, R1  T . Thus,
R  [T , R1]Z  R1 Z and, by (2), R  P . Now (6) follows from (5).
(7) t is an involution, P = R〈t〉 = R〈z: z ∈ S\T , z2 = 1〉, and the essential subgroups of F are
Q , Q t, T and P .
Observe that every element in T has order at most 4. By Lemma 8.10(a), P ∩ T is not A(P )-
invariant, and so there is an element x in P\T of order at most 4. Then x2 has order at most 2
and is centralized by x ∈ S\T . Hence, x2 ∈ Z and 〈Z , x〉 has order 8. By (4), 〈Z , x〉 is non-abelian and
thus dihedral. Hence, by (2) there is an involution in P\T . Since t has minimal order, t is then an
involution as well. Hence, the involutions in S\T are the elements in CT (t)t = Rt . Thus, by (6), every
involution in S\T is contained in P and (7) holds.
(8) P ∼= Q 8 ∗ D8, A(P )/ Inn(P ) ∼= A5 and A(P ) = O p(Aut(P )).
By (7), t is an involution and P = R〈t〉. By (4), Z〈t〉 is dihedral of order 8. An elementary calculation
shows
CT (t) =
〈
qqt z: q ∈ Q \Z , z ∈ Z\Z(S)〉Z(S) ∼= Q 8
and R = P ∩ T = CT (t)Z . Hence, P = CT (t)(Z〈t〉). As CT (t) ∩ (Z〈t〉) = Z(S), this shows P ∼= Q 8 ∗ D8.
In particular, Aut(P )/ Inn(P ) ∼= S5 and P/Z(P ) is a natural S5-module for Aut(P )/ Inn(P ). Since, by (7),
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has a strongly 2-embedded subgroup, this implies A(P )/ Inn(P ) ∼= A5 and A(P ) = O p(Aut(P )). Hence,
(8) holds. We show next:
(9) F0 is isomorphic to the 2-fusion system of the extension of PGL3(4) by the automorphism that is
the product of the contragredient and the ﬁeld automorphism.
Recall that by Lemma 8.19, q = 4. By (8), we have in particular that PF = {P }, so P is fully
normalized. Moreover, there is an element of order 3 in NA(P )(S P ), which by Remark 2.4(b) extends
to an element of A(S). Since J (S) = T , it follows from Lemma 5.9(b) that every element of A(S) of
odd order normalizes Q . Hence, there is an automorphism of Q of order 3 which centralizes Z(S).
Therefore, A(Q ) ∼= GL2(4). Now Lemma 8.18, (4) and the structure of Aut(L3(4)) imply (9).
We now are able to prove the assertion. Let G ∼= J3 and Sˆ ∈ Syl2(G). Set Fˆ = F Sˆ(G). Let Qˆ ∈ A( Sˆ),
Tˆ = NSˆ (Qˆ ) and Fˆ0 = 〈NFˆ (Qˆ ),NFˆ (Tˆ )〉. From the structure of J3 we will use that Hypothesis 8.1 is
fulﬁlled with (Fˆ , Sˆ, Qˆ ) in place of (F , S, Q ), and that there is an essential subgroup Pˆ ∈ Fˆ with
Pˆ /∈ Qˆ Fˆ ∪ {Tˆ }. In particular, the properties we have shown for F hold for Fˆ accordingly. So by (9),
we have F0 ∼= Fˆ0, i.e. there is a group isomorphism α : S → Sˆ which is an isomorphism of fusion
systems from F0 to Fˆ0. By (8), P is the only essential subgroup of F in F\(Q F ∪ {T }), Pˆ is the only
essential subgroup of Fˆ in Fˆ\(Qˆ Fˆ ∪ {Tˆ }), Pα = Pˆ and AutFˆ ( Pˆ ) = α−1A(P )α. Now by Remark 2.16,
α is also an isomorphism from F to Fˆ . This shows the assertion. 
Proof of Theorem 8.2. This is a consequence of Lemmas 8.12, 8.14, 8.18 and 8.20. 
9. Existence of Thompson-restricted subgroups
Throughout this section assume the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 9.1. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a ﬁnite p-group S . Set
Z := Ω(Z(S)).
Let N be a proper saturated subsystem of F containing CF (Z). By F∗N denote the set of Thompson-
maximal members of FN .
Recall here from Notation 1.3 that FN is the set of centric subgroups P of F such that AutF (P ) 
N . Note that, by Corollary 2.18, FN = ∅. Also recall the deﬁnition of Thompson-restricted subgroups
and Thompson-maximality of Deﬁnitions 1.5 and 1.4. As introduced in Notation 2.17, we write F∗N
for the set of Thompson-maximal members of FN . The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1, i.e.
the existence of a Thompson-restricted subgroup of F in F∗N , provided NF ( J (S)) N . As before,
we set, for every P ∈ F ,
A(P ) = AutF (P ).
Recall from Notation 2.1 that for U ∈ F and R  S a subgroup RU of A(U ) is deﬁned by
RU =
{
cg |U ,U : g ∈ NR(U )
}
.
Furthermore, set
F+N :=
{
Q ∈ F∗N : NS(Q ) = NS
(
J (Q )
)
and J (Q ) is fully normalized
}
.
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Proof. This is just a restatement of Lemma 2.24. 
Theorem 9.3. Let Q be a maximal with respect to inclusion member of F+N . Then J (S) = J (Q ) or Q is
Thompson-restricted.
Proof. Suppose J (S)  Q . As Q ∈ FN , Q is centric, and by Remark 2.2, Q is fully normalized. In
particular, we may choose a model G of NF (Q ). Set
T := NS(Q ) and H :=
{
g ∈ G: cg |Q ,Q ∈ AutN (Q )
}
.
Note that H is a proper subgroup of G , as A(Q )  N . By assumption, J (S)  Q and T = NS( J (Q )),
so it follows from Remark 2.21 that
(1) J (T )  Q .
Corollary 2.20 yields A(RQ )  N for every subgroup R of T with J (RQ )  Q . Thus, also the
restriction of an element of NA(RQ )(Q ) to an automorphism of Q is a morphism in N . This yields
(2) NG(R) H for every subgroup R of T with J (RQ )  Q .
We show next
(3) Let Q 0 be a normal subgroup of T containing Q such that NG(Q 0)  H . Then Q = Q 0.
For the proof of (3) set M := NG(Q 0). Then every element of AutM(Q ) extends to an element of
A(Q 0). Furthermore, as M  H , we have AutM(Q )  N . Hence, A(Q 0)  N . Moreover, Q 0 is centric,
since Q is centric. Thus, Q 0 ∈ FN , so the Thompson-maximality of Q yields Q 0 ∈ F∗N and J (Q 0) =
J (Q ). In particular, as Q ∈ F+N , we have NS (Q 0) = T = NS( J (Q 0)) and J (Q 0) is fully normalized.
Therefore, Q 0 ∈ F+N and the maximality of Q yields Q = Q 0. This shows (3). Note that, by (1) and (2),
NG(T ∩ J (G)) NG( J (T )) H . By the Frattini Argument, G = NG(T ∩ J (G)) J (G) and hence,
(4) J (G)  H .
In particular, X := J (G)T  H . Let P  X be minimal with the property T  P and P  H . As
NG(T )  NG( J (T ))  H , it follows from Remark 4.3 that P is minimal parabolic and P ∩ H is the
unique maximal subgroup of P containing T . Observe that Q  O p(G) O p(P ) and so, by (3),
(5) O p(P ) = Q = O p(G).
Let now V Ω(Z(Q )) be a normal subgroup of X containing Ω(Z(T )), and P = P/CP (V ). Observe
that Q  CS (V ) and, by the Frattini Argument, X = CX (V )NX (CT (V )). Also note Z  Ω(Z(T ))  V
and so [CX (V ), Z ] = 1. As CF (Z)  N , this yields CX (V )  H and thus NX (CT (V ))  H . Now (3)
implies CT (V ) = Q , i.e. NCS (V )(Q ) = Q and so, as CS (V ) is nilpotent,
(6) CS (V ) = Q and CG(V )/Q is a p′-group.
In particular, by (1) and Lemma 5.3(a), OP (V ) = ∅. Let now N be the preimage of O p(P ) in P .
Since P  H , we have [Z , P ] = 1 and therefore, P is not a p-group. Hence, O p(P )  N , so by
Lemma 4.2(a) and (5), N ∩ T  O p(P ) = Q . Hence,
(7) O p(P ) = 1.
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maximal subgroup of P containing T , and CP (CV (T ))  CP (Z)  H ∩ P . Now, for D = AP (V ),4 it
follows from [BHS, 5.5] that there are subgroups E1, . . . , Er of P containing CP (V ) such that the
following hold.
(i) P = (E1 × · · · × Er)T and T acts transitively on {E1, . . . , Er},
(ii) D = (D ∩ E1) ∪ · · · ∪ (D ∩ Er),
(iii) V = CV (E1 . . . Er)∏ri=1[V , Ei], with [V , Ei, E j] = 1 for j = i,
(iv) Ei ∼= SL2(pn), or p = 2 and Ei ∼= S2n+1, for some n ∈ N,
(v) [V , Ei]/C[V ,Ei ](Ei) is a natural module for Ei .
This implies together with [H, 4.6], Lemma 5.6(b) and Lemma 5.12(c) that |V /CV (A)| = |A| for every
A ∈ D. In particular, by the deﬁnition of D, mP (V ) = |V |.5 Hence, we have
(8) There is no over-offender in P on V , and D is the set of minimal by inclusion elements of OP (V ).
For B ∈ A(T ), it follows from (2), (6) and the Frattini Argument that NP (B) = NP (BCP (V )) =
NP (BQ ) H . By [AS, B.2.5] and (8), there exists B ∈ A(T ) such that B ∈ D. Let J be the full preimage
of D ∩ T in T . Observe that, by Lemma 5.6(b) and Lemma 5.12(b), NP ( J ) acts transitively on D ∩ T .
Therefore, we get the following property:
(9) For every A ∈ D ∩ T , there exists B ∈ A(T ) such that A = B . In particular, NP (A) H .
Assume r = 1 or E1 ∼= S2n+1 for some n > 1. Then using Lemma 5.12(a) we get
P = 〈NP (A): A ∈ D ∩ T
〉
T .
Hence, (9) gives P  H . So, as CP (V ) CP (Z) H , we get also P  H , contradicting the choice of P .
Therefore, r = 1 and for E := E1, we have
(10) P = ET , E ∼= SL2(q) for some power q of p, and V /CV (E) is a natural SL2(q)-module for E .
Note that CP (E)/Z(E)
∼= CP (E)E/E and so CP (E)/Z(E) is a p-group. Moreover, as E ∼= SL2(q), Z(E)
has order prime to p. Hence, for Y ∈ Sylp(CP (E)), we have CP (E) = Y × Z(E) and Y = O p(CP (E))
O p(P ). So by (7),
(11) CP (E) = Z(E).
Let now A ∈ A(T ). Then by (8) there is B ∈ D such that B  A. By Lemma 5.6(b) we have B ∈
Sylp(E). As [B, A] = 1, the structure of Aut(E) yields together with (11) that A  ECP (E) = E . Hence,
A  E . Now it follows from (9), (10) and Lemma 5.6(b) that
(12) T ∩ E = J (T )Q = AQ , and E = J (P )CP (V ).
Lemma 5.8 gives the following two properties.
(13) |V /CV (A)| = |A/CA(V )| = q and CV (A) = CV (a) for every a ∈ A\CG(V ).
(14) [V , A, A] = 1.
4 Recall Deﬁnition 5.1.
5 Recall Deﬁnition 5.1.
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A˜ = J˜ (T ). Hence, L˜ = 〈 A˜ L˜〉. Moreover, A˜ is weakly closed in T˜ with respect to N˜G(V ). In particular,
the Frattini Argument gives N˜G(V ) = N
˜NG (V )
( A˜)˜L. By another application of the Frattini Argument and
(1), (2), we get N
˜NG (V )
( A˜)  N˜G(V ) ∩ ˜NG( J (T ))  N˜H (V ). Moreover, C
˜NG (V )
(CV (T˜ ))  C
˜NG (V )
(Z) 
N˜H (V ). By (4), J (G)  H and thus, by (13) and (14), the hypothesis of [BHS, 4.14] is fulﬁlled with
N˜G(V ), N˜H (V ) and A˜ in place of G , M and A. Hence, we get L˜ ∼= SL2(q) and V /CV (L) is a natural
SL2(q)-module for L˜. Observe that, by (11), CT (E) = 1 and so, by (6) and (12), CT ( J (G)/C J(G)(V ))
CT (E) Q . This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If NF ( J (S)) N then A(Q ) N , for every Q ∈ F with J (S) = J (Q ). Hence,
the assertion follows from Lemma 9.2 and Theorem 9.3. 
10. Properties of Thompson-restricted subgroups
In the next section we will prove Theorems 2 and 3. Crucial are the properties of Thompson-
restricted subgroups which we will state in this section. Throughout this section we assume the
following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 10.1. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a ﬁnite p-group S and let Q ∈ F be a
Thompson-restricted subgroup. Set T := NS (Q ), q := | J (T )Q /Q | and A(P ) := AutF (P ), for every
P ∈ F .
Recall from Notation 2.1 that RP := AutR(P ) := {cg |P ,P : g ∈ NR(P )} for all P  R  S . Furthermore,
recall from Notation 2.7 that, for every fully normalized subgroup P ∈ F , G(P ) denotes a model for
NF (P ), provided NF (P ) is constrained.
Notation 10.2. For every U ∈ F set
V (U ) := Ω(Z(U )).
Moreover, we set
A◦(Q ) := 〈( J (T )Q
)A(Q )〉
CA(Q )
(
V (Q )
)
.
Remark 10.3.
(a) We have J (T )Q Inn(Q ) ∈ Sylp(A◦(Q )) and J (T )Q = AQ , for every A ∈ A(T ) with A  Q .
(b) CV (Q )( J (T )) = CV (Q )(A) and [V (Q ), J (T ), J (T )] = 1.
(c) Let V  V (Q ) such that [V , A◦(Q )] = 1 and V is A◦(Q )-invariant. Then V (Q ) = V CV (Q )(A◦(Q )),
CS (V ) = Q , |V /CV (A)| = |A/CA(V )| = q, A(Q ) ⊆ A(T ) and (A ∩ Q )V ∈ A(Q ) for every
A ∈ A(T ).
(d) CT ( J (T )Q /Q ) = J (T )Q .
Proof. Since Q is Thompson-restricted, (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 5.3(a) and Lemma 5.8. Prop-
erty (d) is a consequence of (a) and the structure of Aut(SL2(q)). Let V  V (Q ) such that [V , A◦(Q )] =
1 and V is A◦(Q )-invariant. Then, as V (Q )/CV (Q )(A◦(Q )) is irreducible, V (Q ) = V CV (Q )(A◦(Q )).
In particular, C J (T )(V ) = C J (T )(V (Q ))  CS (V (Q )) = Q . Hence, [CT (V ), J (T )]  C J (T )(V )  Q and,
by (d), CT (V ) = C J (T )Q (V ) = Q . This means NCS (V )(Q ) = Q and so, as CS (V ) is nilpotent, CS (V ) = Q .
Now (b) follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.8(a). 
Recall the deﬁnition of the Baumann subgroup from Deﬁnition 6.3.
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Proof. Since Q is Thompson-restricted, it follows from Remark 10.3(a), Lemmas 5.6(a) and 5.7
that CT ([V (Q ), J (T )])  J (T )Q . By Remark 10.3(c), we have V (Q )  J (T ). So, by Remark 10.3(b),
[V (Q ), J (T )]Ω(Z( J(T ))). Hence, B(T ) CT ([V (Q ), J (T )]) J (T )Q . 
Deﬁnition 10.5. We say that U ∈ F is F -characteristic in Q and write
U charF Q
if U  Q , U  T and A◦(Q ) = CA◦(Q )(V (Q ))NA◦(Q )(U ).
Lemma 10.6. Set G := G(Q ) and M := J (G)CG (V (Q )). Let U charF Q and set X := B(NM(U )). Then we
have B(T ) ∈ Sylp(X) and M = CG(V (Q ))X.
Proof. Observe that T normalizes NM(U ) thus also X . As A◦(Q ) = CA◦(Q )(V (Q ))NA◦(Q )(U ), we have
M = CM(V (Q ))NM(U ). Therefore, Hypothesis 6.4 is fulﬁlled with NM(U ) and V (Q ) in place of G
and V . Hence, Lemmas 6.6 and 10.4 imply B(T ) ∈ Sylp(X) and NM(U ) = (NM(U )∩ CM(V (Q )))X . This
implies the assertion. 
Lemma 10.7. Set G := G(Q ) and M := J (G)CG (V (Q )). Let U charF Q . Then there is H  NM(U ) such that
B(T ) ∈ Sylp(H), H is normalized by T , M = CG(V (Q ))H and, for Hˆ := H/O p(H),
Hˆ/Φ(Hˆ) ∼= L2(q).
Proof. Set X := B(NM(U )). By Lemma 10.6, we have T1 := B(T ) ∈ Sylp(X) and M = CG(V (Q ))X . Note
that X is normalized by T . Set X0 := XT and let H0  X0 be minimal such that T  H0 and H0 
NX0(T1)CX0 (V (Q )). Set H := H0 ∩ X . Then H  NX (T1)CX (V (Q )), as H0 = HT . Since X/CX (V (Q )) ∼=
SL2(q) is generated by two Sylow p-subgroups, we get X = CX (V (Q ))H and M = CG (V (Q ))H . More-
over, T1 ∈ Sylp(H) and H is normal in H0. Thus, it remains to show that Hˆ/Φ(Hˆ) ∼= L2(q).
Observe that Q = O p(H0). Set H0 = H0/Q and C := CH0 (V (Q )). By Remark 4.3, H0 is minimal
parabolic, and so H0 is minimal parabolic as well. As H0/C is not a p-group, it follows now from
Lemma 4.2(b) that C  Φ(H0). Observe that H0 = T H , so by Lemma 3.2, Φ(H0) = Φ(H). Hence,
C Φ(H), so by Remark 3.1(c), Φ(H/C) = Φ(H)/C and, as H/C ∼= SL2(q), then
H/Φ(H) ∼= (H/C)/Φ(H/C) ∼= L2(q).
As H ∼= H/(H ∩ Q ) = H/O p(H) = Hˆ , this implies the assertion. 
Lemma 10.8. Let U charF Q such that U is fully normalized. Let U ∗  Q be invariant under NA◦(Q )(U ) and
NA(S)(U ). SetN := NNF (U )(U∗), H := NA◦(Q )(U ) and X := HSQ . Suppose O p(H)  CX (V (Q ))CX (Q /U∗).
Then O p(N /U∗) Q /U∗ .
Proof. Observe ﬁrst that NF (U ) is saturated as U is fully normalized. Moreover, U∗  NS(U ) since
U∗ is NA(S)(U )-invariant, so U∗ is fully normalized in NF (U ) and N is saturated. Set
X := X/CX
(
V (Q )
)
.
Since U charF Q we have X  NA(Q )(U ). In particular, as CA(Q )(V (Q )) A◦(Q ), we have CX (V (Q ))
A◦(Q ) ∩ X  H . Since U charF Q and Q is Thompson-restricted, we have
H ∼= A◦(Q )/CA◦(Q )
(
V (Q )
)∼= SL2(q).
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the following property:
(1) Let N be a normal subgroup of X containing CX (V (Q )) such that O p(H)  N . Then N  H and
N  Z(H). In particular, |N/CN (V (Q ))| 2 and N/(N ∩ Inn(Q )) has order prime to p.
Set C := CX (Q /U∗) and C1 := CCX (V (Q )). By assumption, O p(H)  C1. Hence, by (1),
(2) C = C1  Z(H) and CS (Q /U∗) Q .
Set N+ = N /U∗ , R+ = RU∗/U∗ for every subgroup R of NS (U ), and L+ for the subgroup of
AutN + (Q +) induced by L, for every subgroup L of X . Then L+ ∼= LC/C for every L  X . Observe that
Q + is fully normalized in N+ since Q is fully normalized in F . As N+ is saturated, it follows in
particular that Q + is fully centralized in N+ . Now (2) yields
(3) Q + is centric in N+ .
As already observed above, X/Z(X) embeds into Aut(H) ∼= Γ L2(q). Hence, there is a subgroup R of
T such that Q  R , RQ is a complement of J (T )Q in T Q , and [RQ , E] = 1 for some subgroup E of H
with E ∼= SL2(q0) where q0 = 1 is a divisor of q. (RQ corresponds to a group of ﬁeld automorphisms of
SL2(q).) We may choose E such that CH (V (Q )) E . Note that CH (V (Q ))/ Inn(Q ) is a p′-group and
so RQ ∈ Sylp(RQ CH (V (Q ))). As E normalizes RQ CH (V (Q )), it follows from the Frattini Argument
that E = E0CH (V (Q )) for E0 = NE (RQ ). In particular, E0 ∼= E ∼= SL2(q0).
Set E := NN ( J (Q )). Observe that J (Q ) is fully normalized in N , as J (Q ) is fully normalized
in F , and so E and E+ := E/U∗ are saturated. Moreover, AutE (Q ) = AutN (Q ) and so E1 := E+0 
AutE+ (Q +). Note that E1 ∼= E0C/C . As E0 ∼= E ∼= SL2(q0), property (2) implies
E0C1/C1 ∼= SL2(q0) or L2(q0).
Since C  C1, we have (E0C1)/C1 ∼= (E0C)/((E0C) ∩ C1), and E1 has a factor group isomorphic to
L2(q0). In particular, E1 is not p-closed. Also observe that E1 normalizes (R+)Q + = (RQ )+ , and Q +
is fully normalized in E+ , as Q + is normal in T+ . Hence, it follows from (2) and Remark 2.4 that
every element of E1 extends to an element of AutE+ (R+). Thus, AutE+ (R+) is not p-closed. Hence,
by 2.13, there is P ∈ E such that U∗  P , P+ is essential in E+ , and (R+)φ  P+ for some element
φ ∈ AutE+ (T+). Then R+  (P+)φ−1 and so, replacing P by the preimage of (P+)φ−1 in T , we may
assume that R  P .
By the choice of R , we have Q  R  P and T = J (T )R = J (T )P . By Remark 10.3(a), (c), we have
A(Q ) ⊆ A(T ) and J (T )Q = AQ for every A ∈ A(T )\A(Q ). Hence, if there exists A ∈ A(P )\A(Q )
then J (T )  AQ  P and P = T , a contradiction. Thus, J (P ) = J (Q ). In particular, AutE (P ) =
AutN (P ), i.e. AutE+ (P+) = AutN + (P+) and AutN + (P+)/ Inn(P+) has a strongly p-embedded sub-
group. As Q +  R+  P+ it follows from (3) that P+ is centric in N+ . Therefore, P+ is essential in
N+ and by Lemma 2.14, O p(N+) P+ . In particular,
(4) O p(N+) T+ .
Let U∗  Y  NS (U ) such that Y+ = O p(N+). Then by (4), Y  T . Moreover, every element of
X+ extends to an N+-automorphism of (Y Q )+ , so by Remark 2.4(a), ((Y Q )Q )+ = ((Y Q )+)Q + is
normal in X+ . Hence, (Y Q )Q C and thus YQ C1 is normal in X . By assumption, O p(H)  C1 and so
O p(H)  YQ C1. Therefore, by (1), YQ C1/ Inn(Q ) is a p′-group. Hence, YQ  Inn(Q ) and so Y  Q .
This proves the assertion. 
Applying Lemma 10.8 with U∗ = 1 we obtain the following corollary.
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Notation 10.10. Let 1 = U  Q such that U  T . Then we set
D(Q ,U ) = {U0: U0  Q , U0 is invariant under NA(S)(U ) and NA(Q )(U )
}
.
By U∗(Q ) we denote the element of D(Q ,U ) which is maximal with respect to inclusion.
Note that here U∗(Q ) is well deﬁned since U ∈ D(Q ,U ) and the product of two elements of
D(Q ,U ) is contained in D(Q ,U ). Moreover, if O p(NF (U ))  Q , then O p(NF (U )) ∈ D(Q ,U ) and
therefore U  O p(NF (U )) U∗(Q ).
Lemma10.11. LetF beminimal, let 1 =U charF Q and assume U is fully normalized. Then O p(NA◦(Q )(U ))
CA(Q )(Q /U∗(Q ))CA(Q )(V (Q )).
Proof. Set H := NA◦(Q )(U ), X := HSQ , U∗ = U∗(Q ), and C := CX (Q /U∗)CX (V (Q )). Assume
O p(H)  C . Observe that NF (U ) is saturated and solvable, since U is fully normalized and F
is minimal. Moreover, U∗  NS(U ) is fully normalized in NF (U ) and so, by Proposition 2.10(a),
N := NNF (U )(U∗) is saturated and solvable. Therefore, O p(N /U∗) = 1 and so U∗ < U0, where U0
is the full preimage of O p(N /U∗) in NS (U ). By Lemma 10.8, U0  Q . Now U0 ∈ D(Q ,U ) and so
U0 = U∗(Q ) = U , a contradiction. 
Lemma 10.12. Let F be minimal and let 1 = U charF Q such that U is fully normalized. Then
U∗(Q )X charF Q for every subgroup X of Q with X  T .
Proof. Note that U0 := U∗(Q )X is normal in T . Moreover, by Lemma 10.11, we have
NA◦(Q )(U ) T Q O p
(
NA◦(Q )(U )
)
 T Q CA(Q )
(
V (Q )
)
CA◦(Q )
(
Q /U∗(Q )
)
 CA(Q )
(
V (Q )
)
NA(Q )(U0).
Hence, A◦(Q ) = CA(Q )(V (Q ))NA◦(Q )(U ) = CA(Q )(V (Q ))NA◦(Q )(U0) and U0 charF Q . 
Lemma 10.13. Let φ ∈ MorF (NS(Q ), S). Then Q φ is Thompson-restricted.
Proof. As Q is centric, Q˜ := Q φ is centric. Observe that
∣∣NS
(
J (Q )
)∣∣= ∣∣NS(Q )
∣∣= ∣∣NS(Q )φ
∣∣ ∣∣NS(Q˜ )
∣∣ ∣∣NS
(
J (Q˜ )
)∣∣.
So, as Q and J (Q ) are fully normalized, Q˜ and J (Q˜ ) = J (Q )φ are fully normalized, and NS(Q )φ =
NS (Q˜ ) = NS( J (Q˜ )). Observe that φ : NS(Q ) → NS(Q˜ ) is an isomorphism of fusion systems from
NF (Q ) to NF (Q˜ ). Moreover, for V Ω(Z(Q˜ )), we have CS (V ) = Q˜ if and only if CNS (Q˜ )(V ) = Q˜ .
So Q˜ is Thompson-restricted as Q is Thompson-restricted. 
11. Pushing up in fusion systems
Throughout this section, assume the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 11.1. Let F be a saturated fusion system on a ﬁnite p-group S . Suppose F is minimal.
Let N be a proper saturated subsystem of F on S , and let Q be the set of all Thompson-maximal
members of FN which are Thompson-restricted.
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initions 1.4 and 1.5 in the introduction. Furthermore, recall from Notation 1.3 that FN is the set of
subgroups P ∈ F with AutF (P )  N . The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 2, which then,
together with Theorems 1 and 8.2, implies Theorem 3. We restate Theorem 2 here for the readers
convenience. Recall the deﬁnition of a full maximal parabolic from Deﬁnition 1.2.
Hypothesis 11.2. Assume Hypothesis 11.1 and suppose N contains every full maximal parabolic of F .
Theorem 2. Assume Hypothesis 11.2. Let Q ∈ Q, G := G(Q ) and M := J (G).6 Then NS (X) = NS(Q ), for ev-
ery non-trivial normal p-subgroup X of MNS (Q ). Moreover, Q  M, M/Q ∼= SL2(q) and one of the following
holds:
(I) Q is elementary abelian, and Q /CQ (M) is a natural SL2(q)-module for M/Q , or
(II) p = 3, S = NS (Q ) and |Q | = q5 . Moreover, Q /Z(Q ) and Z(Q )/Φ(Q ) are natural SL2(q)-modules for
M/Q , and Φ(Q ) = CQ (M) has order q.
Note here that Theorem 1 yields Q = ∅ if Hypothesis 11.2 holds. In fact, this is already the case if
we assume the following more general hypothesis.
Hypothesis 11.3. Assume Hypothesis 11.1, and suppose NF (C)N for every characteristic subgroup
C of S .
Many arguments in the proof of Theorem 2 require only Hypothesis 11.3. More precisely, we will
be able to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 11.4. Assume Hypothesis 11.3. Let Q ∈ Q and 1 = U charF Q . Then B(NS(U )) = B(NS (Q )).
Here for a Thompson-restricted subgroup Q of F recall the deﬁnition of A◦(Q ) and of F -
characteristic subgroups from Notation 10.2 and Deﬁnition 10.5. For a ﬁnite group H , recall the
deﬁnition of the Baumann subgroup B(H) from Deﬁnition 6.3.
Lemma 11.4 is a major step in the proof of Theorem 2 because, together with Lemma 10.7, it en-
ables us to apply the pushing up result by Baumann and Niles in the form stated in Theorem 6.2.
In the remainder of this section we use the following notation: For P ∈ F set
A(P ) := AutF (P ) and V (P ) := Ω
(
Z(P )
)
.
Recall from Notation 2.1 that, for subgroups P and R of S ,
RP := AutR(P ) :=
{
cg |P ,P : g ∈ NR(P )
}
.
11.1. Preliminaries
Throughout Section 11.1 assume Hypothesis 11.3.
Lemma 11.5. Let Q ∈ Q. Then A(Y Q )  N and NA(Q )(YQ )  N , for every subgroup Y of T with
J (Q Y )  Q .
6 Recall Notation 2.7.
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Q  X , Remark 2.4(b) implies that every element of NA(Q )(XQ ) extends to an element of A(X).
As NA(Q )(YQ ) NA(Q )(XQ ), this shows the assertion. 
Remark 11.6. Let Q ∈ Q. Then A◦(Q ) N .
Proof. Otherwise, by the Frattini Argument and 11.5, A(Q ) = A◦(Q )NA(Q )( J (T )Q )N , contradicting
Q ∈ FN . 
Lemma 11.7. Let Q ∈ Q, let U ∈ F be F -characteristic in Q and characteristic in S. Then U = 1.
Proof. Assume U = 1. As U is characteristic in S , Hypothesis 11.3 implies NA◦(Q )(U )  NF (U ) 
N and CA◦(Q )(V (Q ))  NF (Ω(Z(S)))  N . Hence, as U charF Q , we have A◦(Q )  N . This is a
contradiction to Remark 11.6. 
For Q ∈ Q and a subgroup U of Q with 1 = U  T deﬁne U∗(Q ) as in Notation 10.10.
Notation 11.8. Let Q ∈ Q.
• Set
C(Q ) = {U  Q : U charF Q , CS
(
V (U )
)= U = U∗(Q )}.
• We deﬁne C∗(Q ) to be the set of all 1 = U charF Q such that U is fully normalized and
|U | = max{∣∣U∗∣∣: U∗ charF Q , U∗ NS(U )}.
Let Q ∈ Q. Observe that, by the deﬁnition of U∗(Q ), we have U∗(Q ) charF Q and U∗(Q ) 
NS (U ), for every U charF Q . Hence, for every U ∈ C∗(Q ), U = U∗(Q ). Also note V (Q ) 
CS (V (U )) = U , for every U ∈ C(Q ). This implies the following remark.
Remark 11.9. Let Q ∈ Q and U ∈ C(Q ). Then V (Q ) V (U ).
Lemma 11.10. Let Q ∈ Q, U ∈ C∗(Q ) and X  Q such that X  NS (U ). Then X  U .
Proof. Since U charF Q and U = U∗(Q ), it follows from Lemma 10.12 that U X charF Q . Moreover,
U X  NS(U ). Hence, the maximality of |U | yields X  U . 
Lemma 11.11. Let Q ∈ Q, U ∈ C∗(Q ) and X  Q such that X  U . Then there is t ∈ NS (U ) such that
Xt  Q .
Proof. Otherwise 〈XNS (U )〉 Q , a contradiction to Lemma 11.10 and X  U . 
Lemma 11.12. Let Q ∈ Q. Then C∗(Q ) ⊆ C(Q ).
Proof. Set T := NS(Q ) and let U ∈ C∗(Q ). As already remarked above, U = U∗(Q ). By Lemma 11.10,
we have Z := Ω(Z(S))  U and so Z  V (U ). Hence, as U charF Q and Z  V (Q ), we have V :=
〈Z A◦(Q )〉 = 〈ZNA◦(Q )(U )〉 V (U ). Lemma 11.7 implies Z  C(A◦(Q )). Thus, [V , A◦(Q )] = 1 and, by Re-
mark 10.3(c), we have CS (V ) = Q . Therefore, CS (V (U )) Q and so CS (V (U )) = CQ (V (U )) charF Q .
At the same time, CS (V (U )) NS (U ). Hence, the maximality of |U | yields U = CS (V (U )) and thus
U ∈ C(Q ). 
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for the set of elements A ∈ A(Y ) with [A,W ] = 1 for which ACY (W ) is minimal with respect to
inclusion among the groups BCY (W ) with B ∈ A(Y ) and [W , B] = 1. (In particular, A∗(Y ,W ) = ∅ if
[W , J (Y )] = 1.)
Lemma 11.14. Let Q ∈ Q, U ∈ C(Q ), W := V (U ) and A ∈ A∗(T ,W ). Assume A  Q . Then
∣∣W /CW (A)
∣∣= ∣∣A/CA(W )
∣∣= q and W = V (Q )CW (A).
Proof. By Lemma 11.9, V (Q )W . As CS (V (Q )) = Q , we have [V (Q ), A] = 1. Remark 10.3(c) implies
∣∣V (Q )/CV (Q )(A)
∣∣= ∣∣A/CA
(
V (Q )
)∣∣= q.
Hence, the assertion follows from Lemma 5.4. 
Notation 11.15. For Q ∈ Q set
R(Q ) = [V (Q ), J(NS(Q )
)]
.
Remark 11.16. Let Q ∈ Q and set T := NS(Q ). Then [R(Q ), J (T )Q ] = 1 and R(Q ) = [V (Q ), A], for
every A ∈ A(T ) with A  Q .
Proof. This follows from Remark 10.3(a), (b). 
Lemma 11.17. Let Q ∈ Q, U ∈ C(Q ) and A ∈ A∗(T , V (U )) such that A  Q . Then R(Q ) = [V (U ), A].
Proof. By Remark 11.16, R(Q ) = [V (Q ), A], and by Lemma 11.14, V (U ) = V (Q )CV (U )(A). This implies
the assertion. 
Lemma 11.18. Let Q ∈ Q and φ ∈ MorF (NS (Q ), S). Then Q φ ∈ Q, NS (Q )φ = NS (Q φ), A◦(Q )φ∗ =
A◦(Q φ),7 V (Q )φ = V (Q φ) and R(Q )φ = R(Q φ). Moreover, for every U charF Q , we have Uφ charF Q φ .
Proof. By Lemma 10.13, Q φ is Thompson-restricted. As J (NS (Q ))  Q and Q is Thompson-maximal
in FN , it follows from Corollary 2.19 that φ is a morphism in N . Hence, A(Q φ) = A(Q )φ∗  N
as A(Q )  N . Thus, Q φ ∈ FN and Thompson-maximal in FN , since Q is Thompson-maximal in
FN . Hence, Q φ ∈ Q. Now the assertion is easy to check as the map φ∗ : A(Q ) → A(Q φ) is an
isomorphism of groups with J (NS (Q ))Q φ∗ = J (NS (Q φ))Q φ . 
Corollary 11.19. Let Q ∈ Q and 1 = U charF Q . Then there is φ ∈ MorF (NS (U ), S) such that Uφ is fully
normalized. For each such φ we have Q φ ∈ Q, Uφ charF Q φ , NS(Q )φ = NS (Q φ), A◦(Q )φ∗ = A◦(Q φ),
V (Q )φ = V (Q φ) and R(Q )φ = R(Q φ).
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, there is φ ∈ MorF (NS (U ), S) such that Uφ is fully normalized. As U charF Q ,
U  T = NS (Q ). Hence, φ|NS (Q ) ∈ MorF (NS(Q ), S). Now the result follows from Lemma 11.18. 
7 Recall Notation 2.3.
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Throughout Section 11.2 assume Hypothesis 11.3.
Lemma 11.20. Let Q ∈ Q, let U ∈ C(Q ) be fully normalized, and let R0  R(Q ) such that [R0, A◦(Q )] = 1
and
NS(U ) ∩ NS(R0) ∩ NS
(〈A∗
(
Q , V (U )
)〉)
 NS(Q ).
Then NS(U ) ∩ NS(R0) NS (Q ).
Proof. Set W := V (U ), T := NS(Q ), T0 := NT (R0), R := R(Q ) and A∗(Y ) := A∗(Y ,W ) for Y  T .
Assume the assertion is wrong. Then T0 < NS (U ) ∩ NS (R0). In particular, T < NS (U ) and so J (Q ) 
U since NS ( J (Q )) = T . Hence, A∗(Q ) = ∅. Moreover, T0 < NS(U ) ∩ NS (R0) ∩ NS(T0), i.e. there is
t ∈ NS (U ) ∩ NS (R0) ∩ NS (T0) such that t /∈ T . Then, by assumption, there is A ∈ A∗(Q ) such that
At /∈ A∗(Q ). Note that At  T0  T . Remark 10.3(c) implies A(Q ) ⊆ A(T ). Hence, as CS (W ) = U  Q ,
we get
A∗(Q ) ⊆ A∗(T ).
Therefore, At ∈ A∗(T ) and At  Q . Now Lemma 11.17 yields R = [W , At] = [W , A]t . Hence, Rt−1 =
[W , A] = [W , AU ]. So, by Lemma 10.11, Rt−1 ∩ V (Q ) = [W , AU ] ∩ V (Q ) is O p(NA◦(Q )(U ))-invariant.
As U charF Q , this implies Rt
−1 ∩ V (Q ) CV (Q )(A◦(Q )) or V (Q ) = (Rt−1 ∩ V (Q ))CV (Q )(A◦(Q )). By
Remark 10.3(a), we have J (T ) At Q  T0, so J (T ) = J (T0) and J (T )t = J (T ). Remark 11.16 implies
[R, J (T )] = 1. Therefore, we get [Rt−1 , J (T )] = 1. As [V (Q ), J (T )]  CV (Q )(A◦(Q )), it follows now
Rt
−1 ∩ V (Q ) CV (Q )(A◦(Q )). Hence,
R0 = Rt−10  Rt
−1 ∩ V (Q ) C(A◦(Q )),
a contradiction. This proves the assertion. 
Lemma 11.21. Let Q ∈ Q and 1 = U charF Q . Then NS (R0) ∩ NS (U ) NS (Q ) for every R0  R(Q ) with
[R0, A◦(Q )] = 1. In particular, NS(R(Q )) ∩ NS(U ) = NS (Q ).
Proof. Assume the assertion is wrong. Choose Q ,U ∈ F such that Q ∈ Q, 1 = U charF Q , and there
exists R0  R(Q ) with [R0, A◦(Q )] = 1 and NS(R0) ∩ NS (U )  NS (Q ). We may choose this pair
(Q ,U ) such that |U | is maximal. By Corollary 11.19, there is φ ∈ MorF (NS (U ), S) such that Q φ ∈ Q,
Uφ charF Q φ and Uφ is fully normalized. Moreover, then R0φ  R(Q )φ = R(Q φ), [R0φ, A◦(Q φ)] = 1
and NS (R0φ)  NNS (U )(R0)φ  NS(Q )φ = NS (Q φ). So, replacing (Q ,U ) by (Q φ,Uφ), we may as-
sume without loss of generality that U is fully normalized. Observe that then U ∈ C∗(Q ) and thus, by
Lemma 11.12, U ∈ C(Q ).
Set Q ∗ = 〈A∗(Q , V (U ))〉 and note that U Q ∗ charF Q , as Q ∗ is NA(Q )(U )-invariant and U charF Q .
Since NS( J (Q )) = NS (Q ) and NS (Q ) < NS (U ) by assumption, we have Q ∗  U . Hence, the maximal-
ity of |U | yields NS(R0) ∩ NS(U Q ∗)  NS (Q ) and thus NS (R0) ∩ NS (U ) ∩ NS(Q ∗)  NS(Q ). Now
Lemma 11.20 yields NS(U ) ∩ NS(R0) NS (Q ), contradicting the choice of U . 
Lemma 11.22. Let Q ∈ Q, 1 = U ∈ C(Q ), A ∈ A∗(NS (Q ), V (U )) and b ∈ NS(U )\NS (Q ) such that A  Q
and Ab  NS (Q ). Then Ab  Q .
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R(Q ) = [V (U ), Ab]= [V (U ), A]b = R(Q )b.
This is a contradiction to Lemma 11.21. 
Lemma11.23. Let Q ∈ Q and U ∈ C∗(Q ). Thenwe haveA∗(NS (Q ), V (U )) = A∗(Q , V (U )) or J (NS (U ))
NS (Q ).
Proof. Set T = NS(Q ), T0 = NS (U ), R := R(Q ), W = V (U ), and A∗(Y ) = A∗(Y ,W ) for every Y  T0.
We will use frequently and without reference that, by Lemma 11.12, U ∈ C(Q ) and, in particular, by
Remark 11.9, V (Q )W . Assume J (T0)  T and A∗(T ) = A∗(Q ). We show ﬁrst:
(1) 〈A∗(T0)〉  T .
By assumption, there is B∗ ∈ A(T0) with B∗  T . We may choose B∗ such that |B∗U | is minimal.
Let B ∈ A∗(B∗U ). Then B ∈ A∗(T0). Let t ∈ T0 and observe that Bt ∈ A∗(T0). Assume (1) does not
hold. Then B and Bt are contained in T .
Suppose Bt  Q . Since Bt∗U/U is elementary abelian, BtU is normalized by Bt∗ . Hence, for every
x ∈ Bt∗ , (Bt)x  T and (Bt)x  Q . Hence, by Lemma 11.22, Bt∗  T . In particular, A(T ) ⊆ A(T0) and, by
Remark 10.3(a), Bt∗  J (T ) Bt Q . Since B  B∗U , this gives Bt∗U = Bt(Bt∗U ∩ Q ) = BtU (Bt∗ ∩ Q ) and
B∗U = BU (B∗ ∩ Q t−1 ). By Remark 10.3(c), we have C∗ = (Bt∗ ∩ Q )V (Q ) ∈ A(T ) ⊆ A(T0). Therefore,
Ct
−1
∗ = (B∗ ∩ Q t−1 )V (Q )t−1 ∈ A(T0). Note that, by Remark 11.9, V (Q )t−1  Ut−1 = U . In particular,
B∗U = BU (B∗ ∩ Q t−1 ) = BUCt−1∗ . As BU  T and B∗  T , we get Ct−1∗  T . On the other hand, Ct−1∗ 
B∗U , so the minimality of |B∗U | gives Ct−1∗ U = B∗U . Then B∗  Q t−1 , i.e. Bt  Bt∗  Q contradicting
our assumption. Hence, Bt  Q . Since t ∈ T0 was arbitrary we have shown that X := 〈BT0 〉  Q .
Therefore, it follows from Lemma 11.10 that B  X  U , a contradiction to the choice of B . Thus,
(1) holds. We show next:
(2) There is T  T1  NT0(〈A∗(T )〉) such that 〈A∗(T1)〉  T .
For the proof let T  Y  T0 be maximal with respect to inclusion such that 〈A∗(Y )〉  T . Then,
by (1), Y = T0 and hence Y < T1 := NT0(Y ). So the maximality of Y implies 〈A∗(T1)〉  T . Since〈A∗(Y )〉 = 〈A∗(T )〉, we have T1  NT0(〈A∗(T )〉). This shows (2).
So we can choose now T1 with the properties as in (2). We ﬁx B∗ ∈ A∗(T1) such that B∗  T .
It follows from [KS, 9.2.1] and [KS, 9.2.3] that there is C ∈ A(B∗CT1 (W )) such that [W ,C] = 1 and[W ,C,C] = 1. Hence, B∗ ∈ A∗(T1) implies
(3) B∗ acts quadratically on W .
We show next:
(4) |B∗/NB∗ (R)| = |B∗/B∗ ∩ T | = 2 = p.
By Lemma 11.21, NB∗ (R) = B∗ ∩ T . Let b ∈ B∗\T and assume there is c ∈ B∗\((B∗ ∩ T )∪b(B∗ ∩ T )).
Note that b, c and cb−1 are not elements of T . By assumption, A∗(T ) = A∗(Q ), i.e. there is A ∈ A∗(T )
with A  Q . Then by the choice of B∗  T1 and Lemma 11.22,
Ab  Q , Ac  Q and Acb−1  Q .
This gives
Ac  Q ∩ Q b ∩ Q b−1c .
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W1 := V (Q )
[
V (Q ),b
][
V (Q ),b−1c
]
W0.
By (3), W1 is invariant under b and b−1c, so W0 = W1 and W0 = Wb0 = Wb
−1c
0 . Hence, W
c
0 =
(Wb
−1
0 )
c = Wb−1c0 = W0. As shown above, [W0, Ac] = 1. So we get [Wc0, Ac] = 1 and thus [W0, A] = 1.
In particular, [V (Q ), A] = 1, a contradiction to A  Q . Hence, (4) holds. We show now
(5) W = RCW (B∗).
It follows from (4) and Remark 11.16 that
∣∣B∗/CB∗(R)
∣∣= |B∗/B∗ ∩ T | ·
∣∣(B∗ ∩ T )/CB∗(R)
∣∣ 2 · ∣∣(B∗ ∩ T )/
(
B∗ ∩ J (T )
)∣∣.
Since Q is Thompson-restricted, we have for A(Q ) = A(Q )/CA(Q )(V (Q )) that A◦(Q ) ∼= SL2(q),
J (T )Q ∈ Sylp(A◦(Q )) and T /Q ∼= T Q embeds into Aut(A◦(Q )). Hence, T / J (T )Q ∼= Aut(GF (q)) is
cyclic, and q = 2 implies T = J (T ). Therefore, |(B∗ ∩ T )/(B∗ ∩ J (T ))| 2 and
(∗) |B∗/CB∗ (R)| q.
The module structure of V (Q ) implies |R/CR(A◦(Q ))| = q. By Lemma 11.21, R ∩ B∗  CR(B∗) 
CR(A◦(Q )) and hence
|R/R ∩ B∗|
∣∣R/CR(B∗)
∣∣ ∣∣R/CR
(
A◦(Q )
)∣∣= q.
Thus, by (∗), |RCB∗ (R)| = |R/R ∩ B∗| · |CB∗ (R)|  |B∗|. Observe that RCB∗ (R) is elementary abelian,
so RCB∗ (R) ∈ A(T1). Since (RCB∗ (R))U = CB∗ (R)U is a proper subset of B∗U , it follows from the
minimality of B∗U that CB∗ (R) U and CB∗ (R) = CB∗ (W ). Therefore, by Lemma 5.3 and (∗),
∣∣W /CW (B∗)
∣∣ ∣∣B∗/CB∗(W )
∣∣= ∣∣B∗/CB∗(R)
∣∣ q.
As seen above, |R/CR(B∗)| q. This implies |RCW (B∗)| |W | and thus (5).
Now choose t ∈ A◦(Q )\NA◦(Q )(T Q )CA◦(Q )(V (Q )) and b ∈ B∗\CB∗ (W ). Set Y = RRt Rb . Note that
Y W , since RRt  V (Q )W . Using (5), we get [W ,b] = [RCW (B∗),b] = [R,b] RRb  Y . Hence,
Y b = Y .
As before let A ∈ A∗(T ) with A  Q . Then, by the choice of B∗  T1 and Lemma 11.22, we have
Ab  Q . Hence, [RRt , Ab] [V (Q ), Ab] = 1. By Remark 11.16, [R, A] = [R, J (T )] = 1, so [Rb, Ab] = 1
and [Y , Ab] = 1. As we have shown above, Y = Y b . So we get [Y , A]b = [Y b, Ab] = [Y , Ab] = 1 and
hence, [Y , A] = 1. In particular, [Rt, A] = 1 which is a contradiction to the module structure of V (Q ).
This completes the proof of Lemma 11.23. 
Lemma 11.24. Let Q ∈ Q and 1 = U charF Q . Then J (NS (U )) NS(Q ).
Proof. Assume the assertion is wrong. Then there is Q ∈ Q and U charF Q such that J (NS (U )) 
NS (Q ). We can choose the pair (Q ,U ) such that |U | has maximal order. By Corollary 11.19 we can
furthermore choose it such that U is fully normalized. Set T = NS(Q ) and T0 := NS (U ). Note that
U ∈ C∗(Q ). Thus, by Lemma 11.23, A∗(T , V (U )) = A∗(Q , V (U )). Set X := 〈A∗(Q , V (U ))〉. Observe
that T = NS ( J (Q )) < T0, so J (Q )  U and X  U as U = CS (V (U )). Also note U1 := XU charF Q .
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and
A∗
(
Q , V (U )
)= A∗
(
T , V (U )
)= A∗
(
NT0(U1), V (U )
)
.
Hence, NT0(NT0(U1)) normalizes XU = U1. It follows that T0  NS(U1), which contradicts
J (NS (U1)) T and J (T0)  T . 
Proof of Lemma 11.4. Let Q ∈ Q and 1 = U charF Q . Set T := NS (Q ) and T0 := NS (U ). By
Lemma 11.24, J (T0) = J (T ) and so B(T0) = CT0 (Ω(Z( J(T )))). By Remark 11.16 R(Q )Ω(Z( J(T ))).
Hence, by Lemma 11.21, B(T0)  NT0(R(Q )) = T . This shows B(T0) = B(T ) and completes the
proof. 
11.3. The proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3
From now on assume Hypothesis 11.2. Observe that this implies Hypothesis 11.3. In particular, we
can use Lemma 11.4 and the other results from the previous subsections.
Lemma 11.25. Let Q ∈ Q, let U ∈ F be F -characteristic in Q and A(S)-invariant. Then U = 1.
Proof. Assume U = 1. Since U is A(S)-invariant, NF (U ) is full parabolic. Hence, NA◦(Q )(U ) 
NF (U )  N . Observe also that CA◦(Q )(V (Q ))  NF (Ω(Z(S)))  N and hence, as U charF Q ,
A◦(Q )N . This is a contradiction to Remark 11.6. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Choose a pair (Q ,U ) such that Q ∈ Q, 1 = U charF Q and |NS(U )| is max-
imal. Moreover, choose U so that |U |  |U0| for all 1 = U0 charF Q with U0  NS (U ). Note that
U is fully normalized by Corollary 11.19. So the maximal choice of |U | yields U ∈ C∗(Q ). Hence,
by Lemma 11.12, Q ∈ C(Q ). Set
G := G(Q ), T := NS(Q ) and M∗ := CG
(
V (Q )
)
J (G).
Observe that it is suﬃcient to show the following properties:
(a) NS (Q ) = NS (U ).
(b) M∗/Q ∼= SL2(q) and one of the following holds:
(I) Q is elementary abelian, |Q | q3 and Q /CQ (M∗) is a natural SL2(q)-module for M∗/Q .
(II) p = 3, T = S , |Q | = q5, Φ(Q ) = CQ (M∗), and Q /V (Q ) and V (Q )/Φ(Q ) are natural SL2(q)-
modules for M∗/Q .
For the proof of (a) and (b) set
T1 := B(T ), T0 := NS(U ) and Q 1 := Q ∩ T1.
The maximal choice of T0 = NS (U ) together with Lemma 11.25 yields the following property:
(1) Let 1 = C  T1 such that C charF Q . Then C is not A(T0)-invariant and, if S = T0, C is not normal
in NS(T0).
By Lemma 10.7, we can now choose H  NM∗ (U ) such that T1 ∈ Sylp(H), H is normalized by T ,
M∗ = CG(V (Q ))H and (H/O p(H))/Φ(H/O p(H)) ∼= L2(q). Observe that Q 1 = O p(H). Note that, by
Lemma 11.4, T1 = B(T0) and so every characteristic subgroup of T1 is A(T0)-invariant. Therefore,
(1) implies that H fulﬁlls Hypothesis 6.1 with V (Q ) in place of W . Thus, by Theorem 6.2 one of the
following holds for V := [Q 1, O p(H)]:
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(II′) Z(V ) Z(Q 1), p = 3, Φ(V ) = CV (H) has order q, V /Z(V ) and Z(V )/Φ(V ) are natural SL2(q)-
modules for H/CH (V (Q )).
Furthermore, the following hold for every φ ∈ Aut(T1) with V φ  Q 1:
(i) Q 1 = V CQ 1(L) for some subgroup L of H with O p(H) L and H = LQ 1.
(ii) Φ(CQ 1 (O
p(H)))φ = Φ(CQ 1 (O p(H))).
(iii) If (II′) holds then V  V (Q )〈(V (Q )φ)H 〉 Q 1.
(iv) If (II′) holds then T1 does not act quadratically on V /Φ(V ).
(v) V  Q φ.
(vi) If (II′) holds then Q 1φ2 = Q 1.
If U0  Q 1 for U0 = 〈V A(T0)〉 or for U0 = 〈V NS (T0)〉, then [U0, O p(H)]  V  U0 and U0 charF Q .
Together with (1) this gives the following property:
(2) There is φ ∈ A(T0) such that V φ  Q 1. If S = T0 then we may choose φ such that φ ∈ ST0 .
Let now φ ∈ A(T0) such that V φ  Q 1. Recall that, by Lemma 11.4, T1 = B(T0) and hence
T1φ = T1. Set
D := Φ(CQ 1
(
O p(H)
))
.
Note that, as Q 1 and H are T -invariant, D is normal in T and so F -characteristic in Q . By
Lemma 11.18 and (ii), Q φ ∈ Q and D = Dφ charF Q φ. Assume D = 1. By Corollary 11.19, there is
ψ ∈ MorF (NS (D), S) such that Dψ is fully normalized, Q ψ, Q φψ ∈ Q, and Dψ is F -characteristic in
Q ψ and Q φψ . Hence, by Corollary 10.9, D∗ := O p(NF (Dψ)) Q ψ ∩ Q φψ . As F is minimal, NF (D)
is solvable and thus constrained. Hence,
V (Q ψ)V (Q φψ) CNS (Dψ)
(
D∗
)
 D∗  (Q ψ) ∩ (Q φψ).
In particular, V (Q )φ  Q . If (I′) holds then V  V (Q )CV (X) = V (Q )Z(T1) and so V φ  Q ,
contradicting the choice of φ. Therefore (II′) holds. Observe that HQ ψ∗  NF (Dψ) as HQ 
NF (D).8 Hence, HQ ψ∗ normalizes D∗ , and V0 := V (Q ψ)〈V (Q φψ)HQ ψ∗ 〉  D∗  Q φψ . This im-
plies V (Q )〈V (Q φ)H 〉 = V0ψ−1  Q φ. Then by (iii), V  Q φ ∩ T1 = Q 1φ, a contradiction to (v). This
proves D = 1 and so we have shown that
(3) CQ 1 (O
p(H)) is elementary abelian.
We show next that (a) holds. For the proof assume T < NS (U ). Then there is x ∈ (NS (U ) ∩
NS (T ))\T . Since J (Q 1) = J (Q ) and NS( J (Q )) = T , we have Q x1 = Q 1. By (3) and (i), Q 1 =
V CQ 1(H) = V Z(T1) and so V x  Q 1. On the other hand, U ∈ C(Q ) and so, by Corollary 10.9,
O p(NF (U )) = U∗(Q ) = U . As U = Ux  Q ∩ Q x and NF (U ) is constrained, we get V (Q )V (Q )x 
CNS (U )(U )∩ T1  U ∩ T1  Q 1. If (I′) holds then V  V (Q )Z(H) V (Q )Z(T1) and so V x  Q 1, a con-
tradiction. Hence (II′) holds. Then, by (iii), we have V  V (Q )〈V (Q x)H 〉  U . So V  U ∩ T1  Q x ,
a contradiction to (v). This proves (a). The choice of (Q ,U ) together with Corollary 11.19 and
Lemma 11.25 gives now the following property:
(4) For every 1 = U0 charF Q , we have T = NS (U0) and U0 is fully normalized. In particular, U0 is
not A(T )-invariant.
8 Recall Notation 2.3.
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(5) Let α ∈ A(T ) such that Q 1α = Q 1. If (I′) holds then Φ(Q )α = Φ(Q ).
For the proof of (5) assume that (I′) holds and α is as in (5). Then Q 1 = V (Q )Z(T1), so
we have V (Q )α  Q 1. By 5.6(b), V (Q α) is not an over-offender on V (Q ) and vice versa, so
|V (Q )/CV (Q )(V (Q α))| = |V (Q α)/CV (Q α)(V (Q ))|. Hence, V (Q α) is an offender on V (Q ) and vice
versa. So, again by Lemma 5.6(b), J (T )Q = V (Q α)Q and J (T )(Q α) = V (Q )(Q α). In particular,
[ J (T ), Q α]  Q and, by Remark 10.3(d), Q α  J (T )Q . Hence, J (T )Q = J (T )(Q α) = V (Q α)Q =
V (Q )(Q α). In particular, Q α = V (Q α)(Q ∩ Q α) and Q = V (Q )(Q ∩ Q α). This yields Φ(Q α) =
Φ(Q ∩ Q α) = Φ(Q ) and proves (5).
From now on let α ∈ A(T ) such that Q 1α = Q 1. Note that α exists by (4). We show now:
(6) If (I′) holds then Q is elementary abelian.
Let β ∈ A(T ) such that Q 1β = Q 1. Then Q 1βα = Q 1. If (I′) holds then (5) yields Φ(Q )α =
Φ(Q ) = Φ(Q )βα and hence Φ(Q ) = Φ(Q )β . Thus, by (5), Φ(Q ) is A(T )-invariant. Now (4) implies
Φ(Q ) = 1, so (6) holds. We show now:
(7) CQ (H) ∩ (CQ (H)α) = 1.
For the proof of (7) assume U1 := CQ (H) ∩ (CQ (H)α) = 1. By Lemma 11.18, we have Q α ∈ Q.
Note that U1 charF Q and U1 charF Q α. In particular, by (4), U1 is fully normalized. Moreover, Corol-
lary 10.9 implies U∗1 := O p(NF (U1)) Q ∩ Q α. By Corollary 2.11, NF (U ) is constrained. Hence,
V (Q )V (Q α) CNS (U1)
(
U∗1
)
 U∗1  Q ∩ Q α.
If (I′) holds then, by (6), Q = V (Q ) and so Q = Q α, contradicting the choice of α. By (i) and (3),
Q 1 = V Z(T1), so Vα  Q 1. Hence, if (II′) holds then, by (iii), V  V (Q )〈V (Q α)H 〉 U∗1  Q α, con-
tradicting (v). This shows (7).
It remains to show that (I′) implies (I) and (II′) implies (II). Assume ﬁrst (I′) holds. By (6), Q is
elementary abelian. Hence, Q = V (Q ), CG(V (Q )) = Q , M∗/Q ∼= SL2(q) and Q /CQ (M∗) is a natural
SL2(q)-module for M∗/Q . By (7), CQ (M∗) ∩ (CQ (M∗)α) = 1. This implies
∣∣CQ
(
M∗
)∣∣= ∣∣(CQ
(
M∗
)
α
)
CQ
(
M∗
)
/CQ
(
M∗
)∣∣ ∣∣Z( J (T ))/CQ
(
M∗
)∣∣ q.
Hence, |Q | q3 and (I) holds.
Assume from now on that (II′) holds. Note that, for W := Z(Q 1), W /CW (H) is a natural SL2(q)-
module for H/Q 1. Hence, |Z(T1)/CQ 1 (H)| = |CW (T1)/CW (H)| q. Now (7) yields
∣∣CQ 1(H)
∣∣= ∣∣(CQ 1(H)α
)
CQ 1(H)/CQ 1(H)
∣∣ ∣∣Z(T1)/CQ 1(H)
∣∣ q
and so CQ 1(H) = CV (H). Now by (i) and (3), Q 1 = V CQ 1(H) = V . In particular, by (iii), Q 1 =
V = V (Q )〈(V (Q )φ)H 〉. So Q 1 = V is generated by elements of order p and [Q 1, Q 1] = Φ(Q 1) =
CQ 1 (H). As Q 1/Z(Q 1) is an irreducible module for H , [Q 1, Q ]  Z(Q 1) and so [Q 1, Q , Q 1] =
1 = [Q , Q 1, Q 1]. Now the Three-Subgroups Lemma implies [CQ 1(H), Q ] = [Q 1, Q 1, Q ] = 1. Observe
that Z(Q 1) = V (Q )CQ 1(H) and so [Z(T1), Q ]  [Z(Q 1), Q ] = 1. The deﬁnition of T1 gives now[Ω(Z( J(T ))), Q ] = 1 and Q = Q 1 = V . In particular, by (vi), every automorphism of T of odd order
normalizes Q . Hence, Q is normal in NS (T ) and so T = S . If [Q ,CG(V (Q ))] = 1 for Q = Q /CQ (H),
then Q is the direct sum of two natural SL2(q)-modules for H/CH (V (Q )) and so [Q , T1, T1] = 1,
a contradiction to (iv). Thus, [Q ,CG(V (Q ))] = 1 and, if x ∈ CG(V (Q )) has order prime to p, then
[Q , x] = [Q , x, x]  [CQ (H), x]  [V (Q ), x] = 1. Hence, CG(V (Q )) = Q . This shows M∗/Q ∼= SL2(q)
and (II) holds. Thus, the proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
E. Henke / Journal of Algebra 333 (2011) 318–367 367Proof of Theorem 3. Theorem 3 follows from Theorems 1, 2, Corollary 2.11 and Theorem 8.2. 
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